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Letter from the Editor
Dear Readers,
In this, the 3rd issue of Four Ties Lit Review, we have grown substantially.
Response to the call for submissions, particularly for the Poetry and Fiction
genres, was explosive. That response has allowed us to include only the best
pieces. We are very proud of the quality of writing and artistry in the issue.
There is more Poetry and Fiction included in the Review than in the past and
because of our growth the quality may be a bit better. We also have included
more art than in the past, in part thanks to encouragement from one of our
newest editors, Jude Larrimore.
Jude's background in project management, expertise in Art and Art History,
has proven to be a rich resource for the review. Her work and input to the
review, like the feedback from all of our editors, has been much more than
essential to this issue. Thank you Jude, Lucian, Michael, Robert, Ben, and
Molly.
No matter how good the editors are, there can't be an issue without the poets,
artists, and authors who submit work to the magazine. This year over 300
individuals submitted their work to 4Ties. It is a humbling experience to be so
entrusted. We want to thank each and every person who sent their work to us.
Even the pieces that do not get published contribute to the publishing process,
they give the editors the chance to discuss pieces and ideas, and to explore
preferences and dislikes, which helps the staff congeal as a group and find our
collective editorial voice. Thank you everyone.
With all of this growth, 4Ties was forced to take advantage of some
technology to help manage the workload. That help came primarily from the
use of a submission manager. Submittable was a great boon for the review but
it comes with some costs. Some personal touches, particularly in the responses
to submissions, may have been lost, though we did our best to safeguard
those. Also, there were additional financial costs. This reality has the editorial
team looking for opportunities to mitigate said cost. As we look toward the
long term future of 4Ties it is clear that if we continue to be successful and
grow that other changes will become necessary. To paraphrase the Greek
philosopher Heraclitus; There is no constant but change.
As this is the 3rd issue and the Review has earned a growing place in the
literary community, the decision was made to include some additional features
in the review. A memorial essay on Maya Angelou, whose work and life are
immensely inspirational in our community, has been included. Also, a guest
editorial expounding the virtues of current writing and writers is appropriately
found in this issue's pages.

We are proud of what is here and are excited by what is to come. We thank
you for your support and hope that you'll continue to read Four Ties Lit
Review.
On behalf of the editorial team,

Matthew W Larrimore
Editor-in-Chief
Four Ties Lit Review
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Kristina Beard
Timo and the Sabotage of the Sewer System
Timo had just begun formulating his plan to sabotage the
sewer system when Ulla butted herself in. Ulla scooted into Timo’s
hometown, the tranquil hamlet of Tammivalkama, one evening several
days before Christmas, borne in on Baltic Sea winds stiff enough to loft
her and her generous rear-end. The morning after Ulla’s arrival Timo
was shoveling snow from in front of his barn doors so he could drive
the tractor out and clear Mill Lane of the previous night’s storm. As he
was the only resident along the narrow, private gravel road that owned
a tractor, every winter the neighbors pooled their money and paid him
to plow snow. Timo lived at the end of the road in a wooden farmhouse
dating from the 1800s that he’d re-painted the summer before, using
the traditional mixture of red ochre and linseed oil. He’d grown up in
that house, an only child, and had lived there alone since his mother
died several years earlier. Over the three decades since Timo’s land had
actually been farmed the forest had reclaimed the fields; trembling
aspens and birches, intermixed with spindly blue spruce, now marched
almost to his doorstep. On a windy day the branches of a gentle white
birch knocked comfortingly against Timo’s bedroom window. He liked
the seclusion.
Timo had almost finished shoveling when he saw his neighbor
Markku Ruotsalainen struggling through the knee-high snow towards
the barn. “Hello neighbor!” Markku called, raising his hand in greeting.
Markku and his skinny wife Leena were Timo’s nearest neighbors; they
lived a quarter kilometer up the road in a rectangular house consisting
chiefly of steel and blonde pine, glass walls on either end. They’d
demolished the mill that had been there - built in the late 1700s and
the road’s namesake - although they’d kept the wooden waterwheel as a
point of ‘architectural interest’. It now perched, stilled, on a large rock
outcropping behind the new house. Although the mill had been past
saving, its roof sagging under decades of accumulated pine needles and
fallen tree branches, Timo resented its official demise at the hands of
the Ruotsalainens. Their new house, Markku had informed Timo in a
hushed voice when they moved in two years ago, was designed by the
famous Helsinki architect Paavo Aaltonen and was meant to represent
and incorporate the surrounding forest, sky and earth. Timo thought
the house was built too close to the road and was wholly out of place in
Tammivalkama, like its owners, and had asked Markku to let him know
if any deer wandered in through their front door.
“Hello,” Timo said, continuing to shovel.
“I see you’re getting good old Siiri out,” Markku said. Markku

had insisted on naming Timo’s tractor, the city person’s idea of a
country tradition. This annoyed Timo and he wouldn’t acknowledge the
christening.
“Who?” Timo rested the shovel against the side of the barn and
unlatched the doors, pulling them open wide.
“Siiri, the old girl,” Markku said, nodding towards the faded
pea green 1980’s model John Deere.
“You talking about your dog?”
Markku laughed, throwing his head back. Timo often
wondered if Markku’s ancestry was Swedish, which would explain
Markku’s preening jolliness and general self-satisfaction. “I’m talking
about your awesome machine, the clearer of roads, the freer of people
that have to go to work.” Markku walked into the barn and gingerly
patted the steel plow attached to the front of the tractor. Timo stared at
him, trying to think again what Markku did for a living and then
remembering that he was in advertising. “So how long until the road is
all clear, do you think?” Markku asked.
“What’s your hurry. It’s Saturday.” Timo pulled the tractor keys
from his pocket.
“We wanted to go into the city and do some shopping.”
“Because?”
“It’s Christmas in a few days, in case you’d forgotten.” Markku
wagged his leather-gloved finger at Timo.
Timo didn’t see why they couldn’t shop for Christmas presents
after work on a weekday, when they were already in Helsinki. Special
people with their special trips. “I’d have thought that expensive car of
yours could just fly right over the snow, like in a spy movie,” Timo said.
The Ruotsalainens had a sleek black BMW SUV that they parked in an
old wooden stable, which had been in better shape than the mill and so
survived the wrecking balls. Once Markku had bragged to Timo that
the stable contained more horsepower now than ever before in its 200year history. Timo hadn’t known how to respond, so had simply turned
on his heel and gone home.
Markku reddened. “It’s an SUV, not a miracle worker.”
Timo climbed into the tractor cab and started the engine.
“There something else I can help you with?” Timo shouted over the
rumbling at Markku’s expectant face.

“Can I get a ride back to my house?” The cab could technically
fit two people.
“Going to be about fifteen minutes while she warms, you’ll be
better off just going on,” Timo said. Markku looked like he might say
something else but instead lifted his arm in goodbye and turned to
trudge home. Since Timo would now have to wait for Markku to make
it home before he could plow, he left the engine running and went back
inside for some more coffee and to retrieve sunflower seeds to refill the
bird feeders that he’d noticed were almost empty. That explained why
several red-chested woodpeckers had tapped on the kitchen
windowpanes that morning, metronome-ing from claw to claw on the
sill, peering inside through the age-waved glass. Keeping the birds
well-fed was one of Timo’s winter rituals.
Around three that afternoon, during the blue hour when the
clipped Finnish winter day fades to the extended winter night, Timo
walked the several winding kilometers down Mill Lane to its
intersection with Route 110, the road into Helsinki, crouched 60
kilometers to the southwest, busily exhaling carbon dioxide and selfimportance. His footing was slick and noiseless on the freshly-packed
surface, any sound swallowed by the white. The air held a dry cold that
made Timo feel as though his lungs had been iced over when he
breathed in too quickly.
Route 110 was deserted and Timo took the opportunity to wade
off the road a few meters to the sewer inspection shaft, a narrow, waisthigh steel pipe used to monitor the buried lines. The shaft marked the
intersection of the sewage line running under Route 110 with its offshoot under Mill Lane, both laid in August. Timo had expected the
shaft’s ribbed steel cap, painted bright blue, to be locked or at least
offer resistance. But it twisted off smoothly. With the cap removed the
shaft belched at him - familiar smells of ammonia and decay, but
something else too, something pretentious and urban. Digested sushi
and acidic white wine, maybe. He half expected the rotten steam rising
through the tart air to strike up a conversation, complain about
Helsinki real estate prices.
Since his father Einari’s death ten years ago Timo had been the
sole proprietor and employee of Einari’s Septic Service. Pumping
sludge out of full septic tanks, fixing leaks, replacing spent systems.
Timo had studied agriculture in trade school and when he started
working for his dad after graduation, twenty-five years ago, Timo had
planned to save up some money then move on. He’d wanted a lot of
things then - start a small farm, travel, meet a woman. Move out. But
the forest had beckoned, and in his free time he’d hunted white tail and
pheasants, skied and hiked, and passed hours in ways that made him

happy even if the happiness was accidental and not a pursued goal.
Although the septic business had never been an up-and-coming line of
work, Einari’s had always had a reliable customer base. But over the
past year Helsinki Sewer had begun installing new sewage lines in and
around Tammivalkama, offering service to those homeowners that paid
the tidy sum of 10,000 euros to have their old systems removed and
sewage lines run to their home. Timo was the only one on Mill Lane
who had not contracted for sewer service. Einari’s revenues had
declined by almost half.
What worried him even more urgently than losing the business
was the likely loss of Tammivalkama - the loss of its unassuming ways
and its softness, of Mikko the butcher and Anja the baker, of the threeclassroom school house where he’d attended, his mother and father
before him. Once the sewage system arrived in force townhomes and
multi-level apartment buildings would spring up in the area like
poisonous mushrooms, along with everything else that grew
organically by their sides: 24-hour grocery stores, bus stops, expansive
and well-lighted asphalt parking lots. He would find himself living in
just another suburb of Helsinki, the old farmhouse a curiosity amidst
the concrete conformity.
When Timo heard voices nearing he hurriedly replaced the cap,
making the final twist just as Markku rounded the bend, walking with a
woman Timo didn’t recognize. Markku introduced the stranger as Ulla,
his older sister from Helsinki. Ulla greeted Timo with a firm handshake
and frank stare from underneath her orange and purple striped wool
tube hat, which was too big for her head (and too young for her) and
was creeping down, partially covering her eyes. Ulla was squat and
thick, with long straight blonde hair hanging almost to her butt, middle
part, and wide-set blue eyes. Her cheeks were in the early stages of
falling; little change-purses of skin framed her jawline.
“What were you doing over there?” Ulla asked, lifting her chin
in the direction of the shaft.
“Nothing.” Timo met her eyes and tried to let his arms hang
naturally at his sides, resisting the urge to fold them over his chest, or
clasp his hands behind his back, as though he had something to hide.
“Were you peeing?” she asked. “You know it’s dangerous in this
weather - the stream might freeze to the steel and then you’d be in an
awkward position.”
“Ulla, behave,” Markku said, glancing at Timo and shrugging
as if to indicate he was sorry, but he wasn’t his sister’s keeper.
“That’s ridiculous. Anyway I wasn’t peeing.”

“Sure you weren’t,” Ulla said, grinning.
“So what brings you to Tammivalkama?” Timo asked, not out
of curiosity but to change the subject from himself to anything else.
“I got divorced two years ago and the house finally sold, so I
have to shack up with my little brother here until I find a place.”
“Oh.” Timo nodded as though he knew all about divorce
settlements, even though he’d never come close to even being married.
Timo wasn’t an unattractive man -- 185 centimeters tall, full head of
still-blonde-but-silvering hair, weight uncertain although admittedly
increasing. But his pronounced introversion meant that he’d only been
out with women who made the first move, and the second, and
sometimes the third. Few women had had the gumption for that.
Ulla pushed her hat up above her eyebrows. “I’m a fifty-two
year old divorcee who lives with my younger brother and his wife. Do
you know anyone who’s looking for a real catch?” Timo felt as though
he’d skied into a steep-sided valley that was funneling him through
thick evergreens towards some end point from which there may, or
may not, be an exit, and was reminded why women made him
apprehensive. They were inscrutable, and unpredictable. He coughed
into his hands for five seconds and when he emerged asked Ulla if she
had any hobbies. “I sculpt,” she said, “limestone and soapstone mainly.
Guess what sorts of sculptures.” At this Ulla clapped her mittens
together and then rested her intertwined thumbs on her lower lip.
Markku excused himself to return home; Timo hadn’t thought it
possible to miss his company.
“Birds?” Timo asked.
“No, guess again.”
“Butterflies?”
“That’s a weird guess,” Ulla said.
“I guess I’m done guessing.” Timo looked up at the full moon,
brightening as the sky deepened.
“Nudies.”
“Nudies?” Timo wished that instead of taking a walk he’d gone
skiing in the forest.
“Nude people, usually old people. They have nice skin folds,
challenging to sculpt but wonderful if you do it well. Don’t worry I
won’t ask you to pose for me.”

“I don’t have many folds yet,” he said.
Ulla laughed, snorting once which only made her laugh harder,
little clouds of visible mirth bursting from her mouth. “Of course not,
you aren’t fat or old. If you’re old then I’m old, and I’m not old,” she
said. Then she grabbed Timo’s hands and squeezed hard. “Am I?” Timo
stared at her, dumbfounded. “Never mind don’t answer that!” she
dropped his hands abruptly and turned to follow Markku, waving
goodbye without looking back.
On Monday, Christmas eve, Timo paid another visit to the
inspection shaft, measuring its circumference with a tape measure fifty centimeters. He clucked his tongue and rested his hands on either
side of the warm pipe like it was a dance partner, thinking about the
best blockage method. The debris had to be small enough so that it
would fall into the main pipe below, but sufficiently heavy to settle and
obstruct the flow and eventually, because he would leave the cap loose,
force sewage out the top of the shaft. The cause would be discovered
but there wouldn’t be any way to trace the culprit and since it was such
a minor line the spill wouldn’t leave much damage. But once the
residents of Tammivalkama understood how vulnerable the sewer
system was and how inconvenient its frequent but unpredictable
breakdowns were, they would stick with trusty septic. Went his
reasoning.
“Didn’t I warn you about peeing near steel piping?” a female
voice whispered in Timo’s ear. Timo started and stumbled forward,
banging his chin on the cap, his eyeglasses dropping into the snow. Ulla
retrieved Timo’s glasses, wiping the lenses on her brown corduroys
before handing them back to him. “So,” Ulla said, “do I have to ask?”
“Nothing,” Timo said, “curious how this thing works, is all.” He
wasn’t sure how she’d been able to surprise him; she wasn’t built for
stealth. “I’ll be heading home now.”
“Mind if I walk with you?” Ulla asked.
“Still a free country,” Timo said, rubbing his tender chin.
She told Timo that she’d just gotten home from the nursing
home where she worked part time as a care lady, reading to the
residents and bathing and grooming them. “It was strawberry-rhubarb
pie day,” she said, “and that always means a good day. Do you like
strawberry-rhubarb pie?”
“I don’t see how you can’t.”
“Exactly. I like your blog by the way, I commented on it a few

times yesterday. I’m ‘Curves’.” So ‘Curves’ was Ulla.
In October Timo had started a blog
(www.thesewersystemisawaste.blogspot.com). A properly maintained
septic tank, he wrote, was environmentally sound, contained the waste
close to the source instead of piping it all over the countryside where a
leak or rupture could cause widespread damage, and could be in
service for 40 years. Although Timo was more articulate in writing than
in person, shit still wasn’t sexy and the blog hadn’t even had 20 hits.
Until Sunday when ‘Curves’ posted several reader comments. “Hi,
you’re so right,” Curves had written. “What’s all this fascination with
urbanization? If it’s all the same to the flusher, why does it matter
where the flushee goes?”
To which he’d replied, “Hello Curves, nice to know someone
else is concerned about this.”
“Someone needs to be brave enough to tackle it,” she’d written.
“It’s not like you’re writing about an easy, feel-good topic like world
peace. Not that I don’t believe in world peace. Peace out - Curves.”
“Thank you, nice to hear.” Then, developing a bit of a cyber
crush, Timo did three uncharacteristic things. He made a joke, followed
by an exclamation point, and an emoticon. “Or should I say, read! ;).”
“You’re cute. ;) back at you.”
“I googled you,” Ulla said now. “I guess I shouldn’t admit that,
because it makes me seem like a stalker. Anyway, you’re next door so if
I wanted to be a bona fide stalker I could go ahead and steal your
underwear or leave a dead bird on your door or whatever it is stalkers
do.” When they reached the end of the Routsalainen’s driveway Ulla
pecked Timo on the cheek and invited him over for dinner. Timo
begged off, referring vaguely to pre-existing plans to wash his rugs,
even though he only ever did that in the spring.
Over the next several weeks Timo didn’t seem to be able to
avoid Ulla. If he walked to Route 110 to collect his mail or conduct
sewer surveillance, there she was, waving her mitten-covered hoofs,
frozen hair poking out at right angles from under her tube hat. When
he skied on his favorite trails he’d hear labored breathing and glance
over his shoulder to see Ulla slowly but determinedly gaining on him.
Eventually she’d call out, “Hey, shit head, behind you!”
time.

“Please don’t call me that,” he’d finally asked after the third
“I thought you’d appreciate the humor.”

“Yes, well, ok. Let’s just keep it between us then.”
“Fair enough,” she said, impossible to ruffle. “Hey let’s race!”
she’d said, skate-skiing ahead of him.
Mainly, Ulla did the talking, unfazed by the bitter temperatures
that left other people’s jaws immobile, bouncing from topic to topic
while Timo struggled to keep up, so that by the time they parted ways
Timo felt as though he’d been in a foreign language immersion class for
several weeks. Ulla occasionally spoke about her ex-husband, who’d
become uncomfortable with her free-wheeling middle-aged
personhood, shushing her at dinner parties and pinching her leg under
the table when she ordered a second glass of wine at restaurants.
“Sometimes I’d order a third just to see him squirm,” she said. When
he bought her a twenty-session package with a personal trainer for her
birthday, instead of the trip to Greece she’d asked for, Ulla had left
him. “I decided that I was trying to let myself out, and he was trying to
keep me in,” she told Timo, who nodded, thinking the man sounded
like a royal tool.
Once Timo realized that he couldn’t shake Ulla, and that he
wouldn’t be expected to contribute much to the discussions anyway, he
surrendered to her presence. Her unpretentious, direct conversation
and way of being was comforting; she began to feel, to Timo, like she’d
become part of the place, been absorbed into it in a way Markku and
Leena never would be.
On Epiphany Ulla knocked on Timo’s door holding a round tin
decorated with a cartoon of Santa Claus surrounded by colorful and
slightly deranged-looking elves. “Homemade ginger snaps,” she
announced proudly, “plump and soft inside. I hate those thin, hard
ones that leave scratchy crumbs everywhere.” Timo invited her in for
coffee.
“Did you know there’s a fox fur farm near here?” Ulla started
right in while Timo poured the coffee.
“I’m familiar with it.” The farm, on Dove Terrace a few
kilometers south, was owned by Timo’s childhood friend, Reino, who
operated it with his two sons.
“When I was 22 I snuck into a fox farm named Seija’s Foxes,
near Kuopio, with my friend Karita, and we freed them.” She was
smiling, her round face beaming pride at the memory of youthful
conviction and civil disobedience. “You should have seen it - they were
kept in this unheated barn in small wire cages, horrible, shit
everywhere, nowhere solid to put their paws. As soon as we opened the
cages they vamoosed, about forty of them. We tacked a handwritten

note to the barn door, very old school, calling ourselves the Fox Girl
Brigade and demanding that fur farming be outlawed. We weren’t ever
caught. It wasn’t even covered on the news or in the papers. We were so
disappointed.”
“Conditions have improved since then,” Timo said.
“How do you know? Because of some marketing campaign
showing foxes frolicking in the snow? Sure. All the fur industry has to
do is say ‘job loss’ and the politicians go apoplectic and fall all over
themselves to protect it. Maybe I’ll hatch a plan to sabotage that Dove
Terrace place and spark some public debate.”
Timo bristled to Reino’s defense. “Don’t be stupid. That’s a
clean operation and the foxes are treated well. Anyway, aren’t you a
little old to be a fox girl at this point? Aren’t you more of a fox-womanof-a-certain-age?” He regretted the last bit immediately.
Ulla stared at him for a moment then stood up, still holding her
coffee cup clattering in its saucer. “I’m going to give myself a tour,” she
said as she disappeared down the hallway.
When she hadn’t returned after almost half an hour Timo went
upstairs and found her in his bedroom, sitting cross-legged on his twin
bed and staring out the window. She’d switched his desk lamp on and
when she turned to face him he saw wet streaks on her cheeks. “I’m
sorry,” he said, leaning awkwardly against the door jamb, uncertain
about entering.
“And?” Ulla said. Her coffee cup sat on Timo’s desk next to a
pile of articles about incidents of sewer sabotage that he’d printed from
the internet, the top one a recent story from San Francisco where
vandals had dumped tires down a manhole. Timo eyed the cup
nervously.
“I was a jerk. Not like I’m one to talk anyway, about the age
thing,” he said.
“You’re right about that, shit head,” she giggled, patting the
bed. “Come sit.” Timo crossed the room and settled himself uneasily
next to her. “I’m not normally so sensitive,” Ulla said. “Over-sensitive
and a failure at marriage and I need to go on a diet.”
“At least you’ve been married. I’ve never even gone out with a
woman more than three times,” Timo admitted, wanting to make her
feel better by highlighting his own romantic ineptitude.
“No kidding?”

“At my age it’s better to be divorced than a bachelor, especially
one that still lives in his childhood home.”
“More normal, maybe, but I don’t know about better,” she said.
“You’re a good-looking man, you just need to get out there, get a little
crazy,” she rested her hand on this thigh and gave it a squeeze, “but
that’s already in your plans, isn’t it?”
Timo stared at her hand on his thigh and felt his mouth parch.
“I . . .well, maybe that’s something I should look into.” He patted her
hand then kissed her quickly on the cheek before standing up and
backing towards the door. “I’m sending those cookies home with you.
You can start your diet tomorrow. Not that you need to diet, I think you
look nice. Very nice.” Ulla buried her face in her hands and her
shoulders began to shake and Timo was afraid he’d made her cry again
but then realized that she was laughing.
A few days later Timo stood at the edge of Route 110 watching a
Helsinki Sewer clean-up crew use a vacuum hose to suck up raw
sewage that had gurgled out of the inspection shaft and spread over a
twenty meter radius, browning the snow and attracting several curious
foxes who kept to the tree line, observing. That morning’s Helsingin
Sanomat reported that the blockage was caused by tree branches and
shredded tires weighed down with rocks. Helsinki Sewer announced
that it would spend a few days inspecting the lines in the immediate
vicinity to ensure there was no other damage and, regrettably, service
would be turned off in the meantime.
The perpetrator, Ulla, was in a holding cell at the police station
in Tammivalkama. She’d turned herself in after sending a confession email to Helsingin Sanomat, quotes from which were included in the
article. She’d warned that “If the unnecessary sewer expansion
continues Tammivalkama and similar municipalities will become
sprawling suburbs, like in America or Australia, indistinguishable one
from the other, marching into the sunset, stomping out our rural
heritage along the way. We’ll be giving directions using McDonald's as
a landmark. Is that what we really want, people?”
“You’re coming to get me.” Ulla said when she called Timo’s
cell that afternoon. Markku and Leena had checked into the Kempinski
in Helsinki as soon as they realized they couldn’t flush. “And anyway,”
she sounded amused, “you’re the evil mastermind.”
Timo felt as though she were right beside him in his kitchen,
breathing her coffee breath into his ear, uncomfortably close, inserting
herself into his plans and his life. “Why did you do it?” He asked.
“So you see how I feel about you, shit-head.” She giggled. “I

went all out.”
“It was still just . . . just a fantasy,” he said, stammering,
stunned by what she’d done. By her. “I wasn’t ready.” He didn’t feel
equipped to handle any of it and he knew then that he would never
have followed through.
“Well, now it doesn’t matter,” Ulla said in her matter-of-fact
tone, as though what was done was done and it was time to move on.
“Mission accomplished. So what time will you be here?”
“Why did you turn yourself in?” Timo asked, buying time.
“Part of the point was to get publicity, right? So, now it’s on
page 2 of the paper. Yea! Given that my record, to this point, is squeaky
clean I’ll just end up with some community service. Probably in a
nursing home.” She giggled again.
He looked out the window at the ravens pecking at the strip of
pork fat he’d hung next to the feeder. A few lonely bits of flesh dangling
from the skin were all that was left, and Timo decided he must buy
some more immediately at the butcher before it closed for the day. “I
can’t come get you. I’m sorry. I have an errand to run,” he said.
Ulla was silent and Timo thought she might have hung up.
“Can’t it wait until tomorrow?” Ulla finally asked.
“No, no, it can’t. I’m sorry. Anyway, tomorrow I have to work,
so I couldn’t come then either.”
“Are you fucking kidding me?”
“Uh, no, I’m sorry,” Timo said. A raven had perched sideways
on the windowsill and was regarding him through the pane, the bird’s
orange-rimmed eye steady and accusing.
“I’m ready to take some risks,” Ulla said. “Not be so alone,” she
added after a moment. “I thought you and I had that in common.”
Timo felt like something was falling away from him. A chance
at a different life, a life fuller than the one he had. But he was afraid
that the effort of living it might overwhelm him. He really only wanted
to be left alone. “I don’t think so,” Timo said.
“I was wrong then,” Ulla said, her voice flat. Timo pictured her
sitting in the police station with her orange and purple-striped tube
hat, runny nose and smudged mascara.
“I’m sorry,” Timo finally said again.“

idiot.”

Will you stop fucking saying that?” Ulla said. “Jesus, I’m an
“That’s not true,” Timo said. “You’re an interesting lady.”

“I guess now that I have a criminal record the word ‘nice’
doesn’t apply anymore,” Ulla said, snorting. “So it’s on to ‘interesting’.
At least I’m progressing.” Timo kept quiet. “I’ll have to call my ex to
come get me, you know. He’ll be pleased at the chance to give me a
lecture.”
“Ok then. Good luck,” Timo said.
“So that’s it?”
“I’m sorry,” Timo said, cringing.
“Not like I am.” Ulla hung up.
Timo and the raven looked at each other for a moment until
the bird maneuvered itself to face the window. It began tapping on the
glass with its beak - tap tap tap. It pulled its head back briefly,
repositioned its claws, and tapped again, this time more insistently.
Timo rose from the table and shuffled wearily towards the door. “Don’t
worry,” he said, “I’m coming.”

~~

Sharon Wolfe
Blossom
stix.”

“C’mon, Jody! Go with me. I’ll buy you some giant orange pixy

“No. I don’t wanna.” Jody Madden stares determinedly into the
mounted mirror behind the small built-in dresser, combing her long,
straight, red hair. “That place gives me the creeps. And besides, I don’t
like orange.”
“Okay then, grape, cherry, whatever,” Carla pleads, readjusting
her bandana halter-top and admiring her budding breasts from behind
Jody’s head. “I just wanna go somewhere.” She fiddles with the frays at
the hem of her shorts. “Your mom’ll be home from work soon, and we
already cleaned the trailer. You said if I helped you’d take me for a
ride.”
“I’m not allowed to take the mini-bike out of the trailer-park.”
Jody rolls on a thick layer of bubblegum lip gloss and smacks at her
reflection. “Somebody told my folks we had it up by the junior high
yesterday. They said that’s too far. I almost got grounded.” She turns
her attention to lacing up her mustard-colored Converse sneakers.
“Fine. I’ll run home and get my bike then.”
“I’ve got a flat.” Jody hands Carla her comb.
“I’ll bring my brother’s pump back with me,” Carla says,
securing her blonde curls with a butterfly ponytail holder. “What’s
wrong with you anyway, Jo? You’ve been acting weird all day.
C’mon...pleeeaasse? Summer’s almost over. We can ride our bikes to
the store and get some candy.”
“I don’t like that store. It’s scary.” Jody stares at the collection
of monsters in hot-rods, neon flowers, and smiley stickers plastered to
the back of her bedroom door. When they move away, she won’t be
able to take them with her. She frowns at the thought.
“I’ll bet Jay will be there,” Carla coaxes. Jody has been
unsuccessfully trying to hide her crush on Jay, three years her senior,
ever since his family moved into the vacant trailer two rows over. His
kid sister, Stacy, will be in her class at school next fall; that is, if Jody is
allowed to stay at her old school once she and her mom move into that
horrible apartment building downtown.
“So?” Jody replies, feigning nonchalance.

“Everybody knows you like him.”
“Ugh! I do not! He’s fifteen, Carla—nearly a fossil!”
“Whatever. I’m just saying. I’m only eleven, and I’m bored!
When Dad gets back I’ll have to go home.”
“Oh, alright,” Jody relents, secretly smirking. “But I want a
Fresca too. All this candy’s gonna make me fat.” She gives one last
quick glance at her backside in the mirror, flips her hair over her
shoulder, and heads down the hall, parting the red and gold plasticcrystal beaded curtain that separates their kitchen from the living
room, and steps out the front door, trying her darnedest to look older
than she is.
“I’ll be back in ten minutes!” Carla yells, shutting the wire gate
at the end of the walkway by the flower bed and heading down the
gravel road.
Jody sits down on the front porch, dangling her legs over the
edge, and looks around at the grassy, fenced-in rectangle that has been
her home for the past five years—the longest she and her parents have
ever lived in one place. Her old swing-set waits off to the right, rusting
slightly and smaller looking than she remembers it being. Next to that
stands their aluminum utility shed—crammed full of all the junk that
won’t fit into the trailer but no one is willing to part with yet—her
parents simply call it, “the building.”
“Jody, go out to the building and get me the picnic basket.”
“George! You said you were going to straighten out all that stuff
in the building over the weekend.”
“What should I do with this, Mom?”
“Ahhh, I don’t know. Just put it in the building.”
Several of Jody’s larger stuffed animals, like Flower, the big
black cat with the psychedelic mane, eventually ends up out there,
moldering in the dark. Before the mountains of clutter, she and her
friends had played in the shed sometimes, using it as a makeshift
clubhouse. Her dad, George, eventually ran an extension cord out the
bathroom window and hooked up a light so they could see. It had been
padlocked since last month, though, when Darlene, Jody’s mom,
ventured in searching for some old dishes to take to the flea market
and discovered a Pringles can full of pee. Deanna, an older girl from the
other side of the park, had done it on a dare one rainy afternoon when
they were playing house. Evidently, the can had served as the “house’s”
bathroom. Afterward, they got scared not knowing what to do with it,

as you cannot flush a can, and had secreted it away in the corner of a
box full of Jody’s dead grandma’s dishes, out of sight-out of mind. No
one would ever look in there! Jody, scared and squirming after a thirtyminute lecture and a couple of hard backhands from Darlene, finally
gave up Deanna as the culprit. Deanna was labeled a “nasty, filthy little
monster” and never allowed over again. End of friendship.
*****
Jody’s gaze drifts to the left, where pink and purple creeping
phlox are making their excruciatingly slow way over the round, white
concrete blocks her dad broke in half for her mom to line the walkway
with last spring. Marigold, azalea, and petunia plants still bloom in
their beds, refusing to die despite the late summer heat and oppressive
humidity. A month earlier, Jody and Darlene had returned home from
Kroger’s to find some of these same blocks painted a glaring
swimming-pool blue. When they pulled up alongside the fence to park,
they also discovered, in giant letters of the same color, GEORGE
LOVES DARLEEN scrawled down the driver’s side of George’s white
station wagon, with a drunken George sitting, shirtless, in the middle
of the yard in a lawn chair, dripping paint-brush still in hand,
neighbors on either side gawking and giggling.
“What the hell have you done to my front yard!?” Jody’s mom
screamed at George. He looked up at her, grinning sheepishly, but with
a little more than a touch of defiance thrown in.
“It’s art. I’ve been expressing myself.”
“Have you lost your mind? Look at your car!” she said, pointing
accusingly at her own misspelled name.
“It’s pretty, huh?”
“You stupid son-of-a-bitch.” Jody backed away from her
mother and walked to the farthest end of the porch. She hated it when
they fought, which seemed to be all the time now. A huge knot of
anxiety lodged in the pit of her stomach, not, by far, a new feeling, but
unnerving, just the same.
You’re drunk again, aren’t you?”
“Maybe,” George replied contemplatively, holding a half-empty
Schlitz can in his left hand. His redneck-tan glowed in the sun,
scratched blue-white beer belly protruding slightly over the belt
holding up his navy work pants, reddish-brown neck and arms creating
an outline of the t-shirt he had taken off and thrown onto the front
porch before beginning his masterpiece in earnest.

“Why have you done this?”
“I love you.”
“You dumbass. You have made us the laughing-stock of the
neighborhood.”
“I don’t care. I love you and I wanted everyone to know it.”
“Get your ass inside. NOW! And once you’ve sobered up, you’ll
be painting over your idiotic little art project, understand?”
“Yes, dear,” George said, stumbling toward the doorway. As he
passed through, he reached out, tousling Jody’s hair and winking.
Darlene fumed. “Where’d you get that hideous color anyway? It
clashes with the trailer something awful.” Their mobile-home was
white trimmed in leaf-green.
“Stole it from work,” George replied, his ass thudding onto the
throw-rug as he removed his boots. A couple of dog-eared paperbacks
tumbled from the rickety bookshelf behind the door.
“You stole paint from the City Garage?” Darlene was beside
herself. “What if you get fired? What then? Jesus Christ, George, you
need help.”
“I love you,” was all he could say in his defense as he braced
himself, slowly stood up, and weaved down the hallway toward the
bathroom. “I thought you’d like it.”
*****
Jody knows her dad drinks too much, but he isn’t a mean
drunk, and he’s always been nice to her, for the most part. On the other
hand, her mother is a harpy, a banshee, a screaming sea hag troll who
takes waaay too many pills, but has always wielded that final upper
hand in the family. What Mom says goes, or there’ll be hell to pay,
everybody knows that. If I was married to her, I’d probably drink too,
Jody concludes, staring out at the rows and rows of trailer-homes lined
up in this dingy Ohio Valley hamlet they all call home. Brookhaven is a
weird place, but at least there are woods and mountains and creeks to
play in here. Once they get a divorce, and we move into town, I won’t
even have my own yard anymore! I don’t want to go with her—she’s
crazy and mean. I want to stay here, with my dad. Why can’t she just go
away? Jody nervously twirls the end of her hair with a finger and
watches the boys who live across the road wrestling in the dirt. When
she realizes it is not a game and one of them starts crying, she looks the
other way.

Carla still hasn’t returned, so Jody heads over to her old playset. Absentmindedly toeing the dirt with her sneaker, she swings slowly
back and forth. The chains press tightly against her hips and the plastic
seat bends under her weight. She’s not heavy; she just seems to have
outgrown so many things as of late. Tall and thin, all arms and legs,
with hints of young woman pushing out here and there, she looks at
her little Hornet mini-bike resting beside the shed with its metallic blue
paint and is sad. It will hardly pull her and Carla up the hill anymore,
sputtering and straining over the loose gravel. Sometimes Carla has to
get off and walk all the way up to the mailboxes before they can both
buzz around the turn and head back down the hill on the other side.
Jody’s head is filled with competing thoughts. Okay. So it was a
stupid thing for Dad to do, but he only did it ‘cause Mom never listens
to him. It was embarrassing, I admit, what with all the neighbors
staring at us and all, but it was kind of romantic too. And how dare she
complain about being embarrassed after what she did!? She watches a
beetle fighting its way through the clover blossoms growing up around
the base of the swing-set to crawl under a nearby rock and wishes she
were someone else.
*****
Three days before the “George Loves Darleen” fiasco, Darlene
had been sitting on their gold velour couch on her day off, sorting
through clothes, deciding which items to pack and which ones to get rid
of, when George came home from work.
“You’re late again,” she accused, throwing a too-small pink
blouse into a growing pile of Salvation-Army castoffs. “Dinner’s cold.
Where’ve you been?”
“I stopped off at Piney’s for a few beers. It’s hot out there, if you
haven’t noticed.” George worked outside as a heavy-equipment
operator for the City. He sat down at the kitchen table in front of the
tiny air-conditioner and removed his dirty work shirt, tossing it into
the laundry basket by the washer and dryer behind his chair in the
hallway. “Sorry I missed supper. I had a sandwich at the bar.”
“Well, ain’t that fine and dandy?” Darlene yelled. “I spend all
day slaving and cooking over a hot stove while you’re out gallivanting
around with beer-garden trollops?” Chili-dogs and a bowl of Kraft
macaroni and cheese sat hardening on the counter. “Don’t think I don’t
know about that little bitch Piney’s got working behind the bar. I know
why you go there. Sandwich my ass.”
And it was on. Again. Jody had hidden in her room with her
hands over her ears until they got so loud she couldn’t take it anymore.

She re-entered the living room to find her parents facing each other on
the couch, laundry thrown this way and that. Chili was smeared on the
wall above the toaster and cheesy pasta smooshed into the green and
gold shag carpeting under her feet. Broken dishes lay under the table
and beside the trash-can. Her mom was holding a butcher knife to her
dad’s stomach, screaming.
“I’ll cut you open, you bastard, just watch me!”
“Go ahead and do it then!” George yelled, baring his chest and
sticking out his pasty stomach. “Put me out of my misery.” The knife’s
tip was poking into his flesh, but hadn’t punctured through yet.
“Don’t think I won’t do it! I hate you!” Darlene cried, crazed
and irrational. Jody just stood there. She couldn’t believe what she was
seeing. Darlene jumped up suddenly, grabbing Jody by the arm.
“C’mon Jody, we’re leaving. NOW!” As she stood, the knife point
glanced across the top layer of George’s flesh. A thin trickle of blood—a
red tear—Jody thought to herself as she watched in shock, ran down
his belly. It was just a surface wound, but she didn’t know that. Jody
screamed.
Darlene dragged Jody by the arm out the front door, knife in
hand, across the porch, down the stairs, over the walkway, through the
gate and toward the car, yelling and cursing all the while. George
followed, wild-eyed and pleading.
“What did I do?” he cried. “It was just a sandwich and a couple
beers!”
Lucille Anderson, who lived in the lot in front of theirs, opened
her back door a crack and peered out; shutting it abruptly upon seeing
the large knife Darlene was still swinging around.
Darlene left a trembling Jody by the front gate and proceeded
to chase George around the car. “I’ll kill you, you bastard!” she yelled,
slashing out in his direction. “Get away from me!” On their second goround, she grabbed Jody and shoved her into the passenger’s side of
her hatch-back, then ran around to the driver’s side and got in, locking
the door.
“Mom, what are you doing?” Jody pleaded. Early evening
sunlight bounced off the butcher-knife lying on the dashboard above
the steering wheel.
“Lock your door,” Darlene demanded, starting the car. George
was pounding on her window.
“Open the door, Baby!” he begged through the glass. “Come on,

let me in.” Jody was shaking all over. She didn’t know what to do.
“If you open that door, I’ll knock you senseless,” Darlene
stated, low and slow, as she put the car in gear.
Jody was crying, her hand pressed against the inside of the
window, her father’s on the outside, as they peeled out into the street,
gravel flying in their wake. She watched George out the back window,
eyes wide, his stomach bare and bleeding, standing in the road in just
his workpants and socks. She turned toward her mother as they
rounded the curve at the top of the hill, but stayed as far against the
passenger’s door as she could.
“No good alcoholic son-of-a-bitch. What gives him the right?”
Darlene mumbled, her beehive hairdo sticking out in several different
directions and her lipstick smeared on one side. “Of all the nerve!
Scaring my baby like that.” Her face was still contorted in a hateful
grimace. “That’s the last straw. We’re leaving him.” Jody thought about
opening up her door and jumping; she’d seen people do it on TV.
They’d just roll to the side of the road, get up, and run away. But she
didn’t know if she’d be quick enough; her mom might kill her if she
wasn’t. So she stayed put.
They came back late that night, and no one spoke of what had
transpired, but it lay heavy in the air all around them like a slowapproaching thunderstorm threatening the dark horizon. George slept
on the couch, Darlene in the bedroom. Jody wept in her small room at
the far end of the trailer, recalling all the googly-eyed neighbors that
had been peering through cheap lace curtains at her, her crazy mom,
and her sorry dad, and whispered a dark prayer before drifting off into
a fitful sleep: “I hate her, God. I’m sorry, but I do. I hate her guts and I
hope she dies.”
*****
Still waiting for Carla, Jody extricates herself from the too-tight
swing and commences to scrub rust off the handlebars of her Stingray
with a brillo-pad. Pretty soon, I’ll be too big to ride this, too, she thinks.
She remembers the day in second grade when her dad taught her to
ride a bike, a smaller version of the one she’s polishing. He had taken
off the training wheels that morning and followed her up and down the
road outside their trailer a couple of times, holding on to the sissy-bar
behind her banana seat in case she lost her balance.
“Just keep pedaling,” he encouraged, “and don’t look back.”
Jody followed his advice, her small hands glued tightly to the
handlebars as their sparkly purple streamers danced about. She

listened to the sound of her father’s voice as rocks crunched under fat
rubber tires. Trailers on either side of her seemed to fly by. For one
brief moment, with the wind in her hair, she felt really happy. With a
big grin glued to her little-girl face, she glanced back for his approval
on a job well done, only to discover that he was still standing in front of
their fence and she was clear at the other end of the road! He had let go
on the third try without her knowing. She had done it all by herself!
“Now, just turn around and come back!” he yelled, smiling, in
her direction.
Jody tried, but lost her balance and fell off the bike, scraping
her knee on a piece of gravel. It hurt like the dickens, but she put on a
brave front. She didn’t even cry as she limped back to him, pushing her
bike home. She could do it by herself now! That was a dirty trick he had
pulled, but it had worked so she wasn’t mad at him. Soon she would be
able to keep up with the big kids and that’s what really mattered. But
she would need to learn how to use the brakes first.
*****
“Now I am a big kid,” Jody says to herself, scratching off some
rust where spokes meet rim, “too big to play baby games but not old
enough to do real stuff by myself. This whole thing stinks. I wish I was
grown, or maybe even never born, then I could do what I want. I
wouldn’t have to go away with her.”
Carla leans her bike against the fence, opens the gate, walks
over to Jody, and hands her the tire-pump. She has switched her flipflops for a pair of purple Keds.
“Who were you talking to?” she asks.
“Nobody,” Jody replies. Carla doesn’t press the matter.
“Sorry it took so long,” she says. “My brother was being a jerk
and wouldn’t let me have it till Mom made him.”
“That’s alright,” Jody replied.
They head out, away from home and toward a place somewhere
between candy bars and boyfriends.
“We’re moving, you know,” Jody confides to Carla, standing on
the pedals and pumping her legs as hard as she can.
“Yeah, I know. My mom told me,” Carla reveals. They approach
the end of the road and cut off down a trail that leads along the creek
behind old man Johnson’s farm. Dandelions brush against their legs as

they head downhill, soft and scratchy.
“I don’t want to go, but I have to.”
“Aw. It won’t be so bad. You can walk to the skating rink. And
my grandpa will give me a ride. I’ll still meet you there every
Wednesday after school.”
blazing.

“But my mom’s crazy. I hate her,” Jody says bluntly, blue eyes

“Yeah, so’s mine,” Carla admits. “I bet that’s why they’re such
good friends. No one else’ll have ‘em.” They both laugh out loud and
pedal harder.
“You’ll still be my friend, won’t you?’
“Of course, silly. B.F.F.’s means for always.”
As they roll into the driveway in front of Connor’s grocery,
Jody’s eye catches Jay’s. He is sitting on the front stoop of his friend
Mark’s house with some older boys from the neighborhood. They’re
smoking roll-your-owns and passing around cans of Iron City from an
impromptu stash under the stairs. Jay winks at Jody and grins. The
two girls lean their bikes against the clapboard storefront. Carla jabs
Jody in the rib and giggles. Jody feels warm all over, elated, confused,
happy, embarrassed, uncomfortable, all at the same time. It’s too much
to take in. Her face turns the color of Aunt Polly’s blush-roses as she
trips over the front step and follows Carla into the market.

~~

Jesse Mardian
Elementary Lessons
Lesson #1: In every tragedy there is a mistake
Like most mornings, it began with a phone call. Debbie on the
other end with a directive—this place, this time, this grade. And if she
could have just done her job correctly I wouldn’t have ended up at Las
Ganas Elementary on the eastside of town where the graffiti covers the
stop signs.
When I arrived at the school and saw the little kids walking like
penguins I nearly turned around. I should have. But instead I dialed
Debbie while waiting in the parking lot.
“What do you mean you’re at an elementary school? I have it
right here—Washington High, for Mr. Schuller, Calculus,” she said.
“Listen Debbie (you numbskull), I’m telling you I’m at an
elementary school, there are little kids everywhere.”
“I assure you Mr. Stanely— ”
“Check again, the address you gave me was 587 Delores Ave.”
As it happened, Ms. Debbie Combs, the rocket scientist of
scheduling, mixed up the addresses and sent me to the wrong school.
“Oh dear, I’m sorry, you’ll just have to make do,” she said.
“I don’t do the lower grades.”
“Well, would you like me to find another sub?”
There it was, the pivotal moment where I should have said,
yes.
“Just give me the information.”
Kindergarten. Ms. Stag. The words felt like a kick to the groin.
But I was proud, and I figured if one woman could spend nearly a year
with a gaggle of giggling children, a man could surely handle one day.
So, I hung up with Debbie and walked among the little
monsters into the school called Ganas without a clue of my demise.

Lesson #2: There is no gold at the end of a rainbow

After meeting with a slightly obese office manager named
Karla, who, I might add, had a faint mustache and mole sprouting hair
on her nose, I found the room where I’d be teaching. When I stepped
inside, a burst of colors attacked my senses—rainbow walls, rainbow
carpet, rainbow pencils, pens, markers, yellow chairs, purple bins, red
trashcans, and blue tables. On the walls were posters with phrases:
hands on top, now we stop—one, two, three, eyes on me—no name, no
fame. I had entered a Dr. Seuss nightmare, and I feared the characters
I was soon to meet.
In the corner of the room, stood a desk. Lesson plans were
piled in neat stacks, as well as a letter addressed to Mrs. Substitute. It
read:
Thank you for watching over my little ones. If any students’
misbehave, there is a
clip chart on the wall. Your welcome to use it anytime.
Also, I wanted to let you know that we have a boy with
behavioral issues. His name is Eli. He will need lots of attention. Give
him positive reinforcement alot. He may hit students’ and wander
around the room. Get Mrs. Strootman next store if this happens. Have
a great day.
Good luck,
Sandra Stag.
Oh Eli, my nemesis. If I had known what you were then I
would have left that colorful nightmare and never returned.
Disregarding the poor grammar, I began to peruse the lesson
plans: sing alongs, math boards, literacy packets, phonics games. But
really, it wasn’t the lessons I was worried about; rather, I feared for my
composure. And that was when the little beasts arrived.

Lesson #3: A classroom is a room with no doors
When the children began to lineup outside, I waited by the
doorway. All their
eyes beamed at me in wonder as though I was some alien who had
eaten their teacher. Their swirling thoughts flowed out like diarrhea.
“Who are you?”
“Where’s Mrs. Stag?”

“Are you Mr. Stag?”
“I’m huuungryyy”
“Billy, hit me!”
I introduced myself and assured them she was fine (probably
on the couch, eating potato chips, wishing she had studied business).
“Come on in,” I said in a fake voice with a big, ol’ fake smile.
“You need to shake our hands,” a girl with pigtails said.
Each little hand met mine and after the last little beast passed,
I noticed moistness in my palms. Snot? Pee? Who knows? The germs
had already seeped into my palm wrinkles.
The tiny terrors flooded the room and set their backpacks and
pails into cubbies. Immediately, I tried to pick out the Eli boy, but they
all looked aloof as they sat at their desks. As I began to take attendance,
a couple women with latex gloves entered the room, pushing a cart
with milk, apples, and breakfast bars. They passed out the food to each
student.
Milk spilled, apples rolled, crumbs crumbled to the floor, and
the little boys and girls laughed like goblins. Walking around the room,
I looked for Eli while the breakfast ladies wiped the tables and swept
the floors. I found Eli in the tears of a small girl with big eyes.
“What’s wrong?” I asked the girl as she sobbed into her arms.
“E-e-e-li-li called me a toilet,” she said pointing across the
table.
And there he was: Eli. Eli with his disheveled black hair. Eli
with his ravenous smirk. Eli with a toothbrush milk mustache
“Cause she stinks,” he said, looking around for approval.
“Now, Eli,” I said like a pope. “We shouldn’t be mean to others,
so say you’re sorry.”
Eli looked down and began playing with a pencil. While the
crying girl sniffled, Eli just twirled the pencil with his fingers. I called
his name several times, but he just keep staring down with his lower lip
pursed. He wouldn’t say word and the girl cried like a sprinkler head.
“Move your clip down, Eli,” I finally said.
His eyes, I remember his eyes, as he looked up and said the

words, “I hate you.”

Lesson #4: Young minds are not like sponges; they are like
Swiss cheese
Per Ms. Stag’s request, I gathered the little germballs to the
carpet where we stood in a circle for “community meeting.” Still
brooding, Eli stayed still, writing on the table with his pencil. I ignored
him, hoping he’d join the class eventually. In the meantime, I grabbed
a bin filled with stuffed animals. Apparently the dolls gave the kids
courage to speak in front of their classmates as I asked them questions.
“What’s your favorite color?” I said, tossing an elephant to a
pudgy boy.
“Blue.”
“What’s your favorite food?” I said, lofting a bumblebee into
the arms of a pale, freckly girl.
“Pancakes.”
In an effort to get Eli back, I launched a ladybug over his way.
It bounced and rolled to his feet. He picked it up.
“What’s your favorite animal, Eli?”
“A morfengort,” he said, trying to twist the ladybug’s cottonfilled head before throwing it at the ceiling.
Not knowing what to do I let it be and adjourned the
“community meeting.”
The morning progressed in the same manner. During the math
lesson I modeled how to add using counting cubes. Eli used them to
make a block sword, threatening to hit little Bianca if she looked at
him. For the literacy lesson, the little ones learned the letter “K,”
writing all the words they knew: kat, kook, kookie, kool, kap. On his
paper, Eli wrote “krap,” complete with a drawing of stink lines and
flies. For the read aloud, we read Don’t Do That Donald, and I taught
them about cause and effect. Eli interpreted every sentence with a
“why?” or a “what?” or a “duh.”
“What is the effect of the boy breaking the vase?” I asked.
“It’s fun! Smash, smash smash,” Eli said, drumming the carpet
with his palms.

“Anyone else?”
“Fun!” another boy said, mimicking Eli, and together they
drummed on like robotic monkeys.
“Clip down, Eli!”
“Nope, smash, smash, smash.”
Finally, Eli stopped and walked around the room breaking
crayons and throwing cubes while I finished the lesson. I passed out
phonics packets and the little monsters went to their tables. When the
breakfast ladies came in with their carts I looked at the clock and was
astonished to find it was lunchtime.

Lesson #5: S.B.A (Save your Breath with Acronyms)
Black and white tiled floors patterned the staff room where a
single round table stood in the center. Cloud-shaped cards with words
of encouragement hung on the walls: you can do it, hang in there, stay
calm and breathe, you’re making a difference. The leaders of
America’s youth sat eating tuna fish sandwiches and potato chips. The
room smelled of stale coffee. I sat among them, but not with them.
“Yeah, I don’t know what to do, Margret is scoring low on her
NTAs,” one said.
“Perhaps she needs an ICP?” another said.
“Give it until the next benchmark and then try out a PPA,” said
another.
The clock on the wall made more interesting sounds, and I ate
in silence before a young woman acknowledged my existence.
“How are the kinders?” She had full grocery bags under her
eyes.
“Wonderful,” I said.
“Aren’t they great? I want to just squeeze them.”
“Me too.”
She took a bite out of her sandwich and washed it down with
coffee. She introduced herself as Mrs. Strootman.
“Working towards your credential?” she asked.

“Thinking about it,” I said.
She nodded as though she knew what I meant and then joined
a conversation about RPR’s and NMG’s.
I tried to remember myself as I young boy, but I all my
childhood memories seemed fake. In my mind I was a perfect student—
a yesboy, afraid of the iron fist of Ms. Washington. I pleased my
parents with my good marks. I was never like these children.
I took out a book and tried to read, but the thought of another
hour with Eli jumbled the words and made them meaningless.

Lesson #6: There is a monster in all of us
Over the span of lunch the classroom had transformed into an
incubator of rotten eggs. A smell of fowl farts drifted through the room
as the little monsters began their centers. At each table, I set down a
box of materials. Some groups had blocks, others had play-dough,
while others had fake, plastic coins and such. As it happened, Eli’s table
had the play-dough, and he quickly snatched it from another boy’s
hand. Out plopped the chemical-scented bricks of clay, and Eli rolled
them into balls.
Monitoring the room, I kept a close eye on Eli as he began
lining the dough balls. The shrills of the little monsters filled the room
as they played, and I had to quiet them down repeatedly. My eye only
left Eli for one second, and in that second, a calico dough ball flew
across my periphery and smacked against the wall. As I turned, another
ball flew across the room and I saw Eli standing on top of the table with
his arm cocked.
“God dammit, Eli!” I erupted, slamming my fist onto a table.
myself.

Never had I heard myself growl, and I when I did I scared

The room became as silent as sleep. All the little eyes stared at
the real Monster who stood with his hands on his hips, his brown tie,
his buttoned up shirt rolled at the sleeves, his thick arm hair sticking
on end. His face—blush boiling at the cheeks and eyebrows like
mountain peaks. And the victim—the young boy who, standing on the
table, began to pee himself, the urine trickling down his pants. And the
little audience—laughing and pointing at the crying victim.
Everything happened quickly. I helped Eli off the table. A
puddle of yellow rain left among the rainbows. I found a smart girl and

told her to walk him to the office. I found some antibacterial wipes and
cleaned the pee off the desk while the other kids began working again
as though nothing happened. There wasn’t time to feel guilt; I had my
whole life for that.

Lesson #7: Some grow up; others grow down
An hour passed until Eli returned with a new set of pants and a
fresh set of tears. Mrs. Strootman accompanied him, holding his hand,
and giving him encouragement. The boy wouldn’t stop crying as he
joined the rest of the class on the carpet for sing-alongs. With each E-IE-I-O, Eli chimed in with a whiney Y. The woman sat at a chair beside
Eli, rubbing his back while he sniffled.
After the sing-a-longs I sent the students to their desks for the
end of the day independent reading. While the children worked, Mrs.
Strootman spoke with me.
“What the hell was that? She whispered.
“Well I thought Old McDonald was timeless.”
“Not the song, you idiot” she said sharply. “With Eli.”
“He was going crazy, throwing things,” I said. “He could have
hurt someone.”
“You can’t yell at a boy like Eli.”
“What am I supposed to do?”
“Jesus, use better judgment.”
She returned to Eli’s side, rubbing his back while he read a
book about a dog named Spot. Maybe she was right, maybe she was
wrong. I could have saved another student’s life. I watched Eli’s
demeanor change as he laughed, turning each page. He seemed like a
normal boy, but he wasn’t. He couldn’t be.
Soon it was time for dismissal and Mrs. Strootman left the
classroom. When it seemed Eli was calm I approached him. He was still
reading, and I wanted to apologize, but just as leaned over, he looked at
me with his dark eyes, and I had too much pride.

Lesson #8: To understand and to be understood is to be free

Of course, the last student to be picked up was Eli. He sat on
the rainbow carpet, playing with a stuffed animal bumblebee.
Exhausted—mentally, physically, morally—I sat at Mrs. Stag’s desk,
writing a letter of the days events. Where to begin? I thought as the
pencil hovered above the paper. Struggling to write a sentence, I peered
over and watched Eli play with the bee.
“Will you be my friend? I don’t have any,” he said.
“Yes Eli, I will!” he said in a girlish, high-pitched voice.
Alone, he played and smiled, making buzzing noises as he lifted
the bee higher and higher.
“Who’s picking you up, Eli?”
“Mama, bzzzzz,” he replied.
After fifteen minutes passed, I escorted Eli to the office. The
woman from the morning, the one with the mole, looked up at me with
a raised brow.
“No one came for Eli,” I said.
“It’s all in the lesson plans, Mr. Stanson.”
“It’s Stanley.”
“That’s what I said, anyways you need to take him outside, his
mother can’t walk.”
I offered Eli my hand, but he swatted it away. As we were about
to walk out the door the office lady chirped, “Wait!”
pants.

In her hands she held a plastic bag holding Eli’s pee-stained
“Thank you,” I said and then we walked out the door.

The day had grown hot and bothersome like an incurable
chafe. The wind took the day off, and the sun beat down on the empty
schoolyard. The flag had never looked so limp as it hung there,
defeated. Holding Eli’s hand, I looked around the parking lot for his
mother. On the other side of the fence, children played on the
playground, laughing, singing, sweating in the acrid afternoon. A smell
of old garbage from the school’s overflowing dumpsters filled the air.
“Do you want to go play while we wait?” I asked.
“No, I don’t want to, they’re mean to me, I don’t like them,” he

said, glancing at the playground. “Everyone hates me.”
As mad as Eli made me, I couldn’t help but feeling for the kid
as he looked at his worn and torn tennis shoes. The moment had come
for me to do the right thing, to be a teacher, a mentor, a role model. But
as I looked at the boy, the words were lost, somewhere in my drained
brain. Speechless, I ruffled his oily hair with my hand. He smiled and
laughed as though no one had done that before.
Just then a dented, green Sedan pulled up. The sideview mirror
was detached from its plastic holder, slapping against the passenger
door as the car bounced over the speedbumps. In the driver’s seat a
hulk of woman sat, the seatbelt enveloped under the rolls of her
abdomen. She stared at us. She had three necks.
“Who are you?” she barked.
“The substitute.”
Her eyes looked at the bag in my hands.
“God Dammut, Elias! Again?” she yelled. “What am I going to
do with you?”
With his head down, Eli opened the door. Inside I could see a
pile of fast food soda cups and crumpled receipts. I looked at Eli
through the open window. He looked back as tears drowned his eyes.
“It wasn’t his—”
“Put your seatbelt on!”
“Ma’am it wasn’t his—”
The car sped away, over the speed pumps, passed the graffiti
stop signs, and through a mirage of heatwaves, until it turned a corner
and vanished. The children disappeared from the playground—their
laughter only an echo against the cracked pavement. I waited there for
a moment, looking up at the flagpole, waiting for the wind to rise, to
carry the dead air away, but it never did, and the stars and stripes
remained hidden in the fold.

~~

Jonathan Covert
Ko-Te-Kore
A conch is a snail, a slug in a shell. The name “conch” may be
applied to many different species of snail, but what separates these
species from your garden-variety snails—your escargot, your Roman
Apples, your periwinkles or limpets or what-have-you—are their
extraordinary size. A full-grown conch can weigh as much as a human
head; it can be as long as your forearm, and as rotund as a melon. The
name also refers exclusively to sea snails; and because the body of
these hefty snails is entirely edible, the conch has been a staple in the
diets of islanders and coastal settlers for a few millennia. This is
historically evident: some of the first known writing—Sumerian
cuneiform dug out of the ruins of the first city, Eridu, which, at that
time, was settled on the banks of the Persian Gulf—tirelessly tabulates
the trade of such minutia, which included goats, sheep, sacks of grain,
slaves, the skulls of defeated tribesmen, pomegranates, and, as
previously mentioned, conchs. Clay tablets regarding conch commerce
still preserved from this era number in the thousands.
Besides being a foodstuff, conchs are also prized for their
magnificent shells. Because the common name applies to many species,
the general features of a conch shell are diverse among taxa.
Furthermore, the particulars of each species reflects the habitat of the
snail—factors of climate, pH, chemical composition, minerality, diet,
and so on. Beyond regional diversification, each snail within its species
is unique to the tribulations of its life; and because some species of
conch can live as long as an estimated forty years (or longer—we don't
actually know; some species' biological lifespan may be limitless
because of enzymatic peculiarities that I won't go into here), the shells
of the oldest conchs, the greatest conchs, are pocked and scarred and
weathered and mossed with algae, like old stones.
However, there are unifying similarities between all species of
conch. There is the signature helical structure; also, the shell shines
opalescent and refracts a rainbow-array of colors; and typically, the
opening of a conch is a flowery, vaguely labic lip. This lip whorls in on
itself, pirouetting into a calcified minaret, and in the most ornate
species this minaret is further adorned with defensive merlons and
horns. There is also their magnanimous size, of course. There are other
sea snails that grow to similarly gargantuan proportions, but only
conchs have truly beautiful shells. Large as these pretender-snails
might be, if it is not a beautiful snail, it is categorically not a conch.
Even the most basic conchs are intricately spired, porcelaneous gems.
With a few modifications the ever-practical conch can be made into a

wind instrument. It is thought to be one of the first such instruments
ever devised, likely the very first. When used in this manner the conch
is capable of producing an incredibly loud, reverberous vociferation.
This sound is so singular, so profound, it must have made an indelible
impression on ancient people—its been written into legend, and the
instrumental conch enjoys a sacred reputation around the world.
For example: the supreme soul, Vishnu, carries the conch shell of the
demon Panchajanya which he trumpets to foreshadow the defeat of
evil; the conch is a symbol of the Ashtamangala, one of the Eight
Auspicious Signs, its deep, melodious bellow used to proclaim the tenet
of Buddhadharma; the Greek god Triton, messenger of the sea, utilizes
a twisted conch horn to all manner of oceanic manipulation;
Quetzalcoatl, the Aztec serpent god, is tasked by Mictlantecuhtli, god of
the underworld, to sound a conch trumpet that bears no finger-holes.
(There is no lack of sea food in the Christian mythos, though
Christianity lacks a venerated conch. There is, however, the scallop
shell, the symbol of El Camino de Santiago—'The Way of Saint James,'
the pilgrimage to the shrine of Saint James at Santiago de Compostela,
Spain. Towards the end of their journey, the medieval pilgrims are said
to have feasted on the tiny mollusks that populate the shoals of Galicia,
and to have used the little shells as makeshift bowls, and to have taken
the shells back as proof of completion of their pilgrimage; to which one
must admit that, had the pilgrims waded a little farther past the
shallows, they could have found a good, deep-bellied conch—a more
hearty meal, a more useful receptacle, and a more impressive
souvenir.)
Unsurprisingly, the conch figures most prominently in the
myths of the diverse and multitudinous Austronesian peoples. As
matzo is exalted by the Jews, dates deified by the Muslims, and wine
canonized by the Christians, so too is the conch celebrated by the
pacific islanders. (Food informs the spirit on par with any prophet.)
Though wayfaring, island-hopping Austronesian settlers had splintered
from the mainland thousands of years ago, they carried with them, via
oral tradition, an origin story; and though the legends have changed,
have become as fractional as the pacific islands themselves, birds of a
different beak, the kernel of the story has remained constant; and, in
each re-telling, one inevitably comes upon a conch.
Take, for example, the story of Maui-tikitiki (or Maui, for
short) from the Maori tradition—possibly the oldest and most socioevolutionarily- and cosmologically-simple Pacific tradition. Maui is
considered the first mortal. His legend has crossed the ocean along the
route of the expeditionary wakas, from the New Zealand Maori to the
Maohi of Tahiti, then to the Tongans and Samoans, and as far east as
the Kanaka of Hawai'i (where the second-largest island of the nation is

named for the legend). Maui's story goes like this:
Maui, though born to a more-or-less unremarkable mother and
father, was the descendent of the sky father, Rangi. As a quasi-divine
being, he was plucky, mischievous, and had amazing prowess: he
survived a late-term abortion-at-sea and returned to his island to give
his mother the what-for; discovering that he would be left behind on
land while his brothers ventured out to fish, he stowed away on their
canoe, revealed himself when they were too far out to turn back, and to
prove his fishing mettle, pulled up an entire island with his fish hook;
on a separate occasion, he also snared The Sun with his fish hook, and
when it was captive, he rebuked it for being inconsiderate and beat it
with a stick until The Sun conceded to pass more slowly through the
sky, all so Maui's people could enjoy a longer work day; and like any
good demi-god, he could transform himself into any animal (he
preferred the shape of a hawk).
However, because of a botched baptism recited over him by his
father, Makeatutara, Maui was doomed to die. Though turning into
animals and beating-up celestial bodies was old hat by now, at this
point no human had ever died before. Maui was understandably
distraught. But although the blame for his fate rest squarely on his
father, Maui was the pro-active sort, and instead of holding a grudge he
went to Makeatutara for help.
“Father:” Maui began. “When I was only an infant, I survived the sea.
I've stolen fire from the fingertips of Mahuika and escaped from her
wrath with my life. I ask you, who can defeat me?”
“You know strength,” said Makeatutara, “and you have done all
things. You are a great man, of course. But I am afraid there is one who
can still kill you, if she pleases.”
“She?” asked Maui, indignantly. “What woman can kill me?”
“My oldest-born, you are strong, but your ancestress, Hinenui-te-po, the Goddess of the Night, is greater than even you.”
“The sea is greater than the land, but I have pulled land out
from under it; the sun is greater than any man before me, but I have
fished it from the sky and made it submit to me. Is Hine-nui-te-po
greater than the sea? Is she greater than the sun?”
“Look to the west, the flash of red at the edge of the sea,” said
Makeatutara, pointing to the horizon. “You can see Hine-nui-te-po
there: she cuts the light from the sky and the sky bleeds. Her body
covers the ocean and the sun runs from her. Her body is human, but
her eyes are pounamu, her hair is kelp, and her mouth is like the
barracuda. Yes, Maui, she is fearsome, she is great.”

Maui, unbelieving, undaunted, vows to defeat her in a daring blitzkrieg
on the western horizon. But before he can leave, Makeatutara brings
Maui his conch shell trumpet.
“Your putatara, father? I do not intend to announce my coming to
Hine-nui-te-po—that will do me no good.”
“I do not intend for you to bring it to war,” said Makeatutara.
“Put it to your ear.”
Maui was suspicious, but Makeatutara was wise about such
things, so he did as his father asked.
“The song inside the shell is the song of many things. When we
sound the trumpet, we hear the call of our father, Tu-ka-riri. It strikes
fear in our opponents and fills our hearts with the power to defeat
them. But do not put your mouth to the trumpet; put your ear to it
instead. It still contains the call of Tu, does it not?
Maui agreed.
“Listen again. Can you hear the roar of the waves? Can you
hear the scream of the wind?”
Maui listened, and after a moment he agreed. “But they sound
far away.”
“Listen again. Can you hear the hands of the palms? The splash
of the fish who jumps at the bait? The laughter of your brothers? The
sorrow of your mother, who mourns for you before you are dead?”
“Yes,” agreed Maui, “but they too sound far away.”
“But there's more.”
Maui listened carefully and after a moment nodded his head
that there was.
“That is the song of ko-te-kore, the void where all things are
possible. From it came our ancestor, Ranginui, the Great Sky, and
Papatuanuku, the earth mother, and their children. The song is not just
the roar of the waves, but the thrashing arms of Tangaroa; it is not just
the scream of the wind, but the anger of Tawhirimatea. It is the song of
all our ancestors, and their children; us, and those who will spring from
us. A song forever inward into tangata-te-kore, like the shell of the
giant slug, the putatara itself.
“I am your father,” Makeatutara said. “I sired you; I cursed you
to die. You have faced many dangers, and you have defeated them all
thus far; but though it may come by a different name, it is my error that
will kill you. If you go west, you will die—the Goddess of the Night, our

great ancestress, will overtake you, I know that for certain. However, if
you stay here on the island, there's no telling when she will come for
you. She will cover the ocean and chase away The Sun, as she does
every night, but she may forget about you for years to come. You could
take a wife. You could have children. You could recite the incantation
over them with the skill that I lacked when I said it over you! The
children of Tu would sail the oceans for generations to come, to every
horizon and the horizon beyond that. And you, the great Maui, the first
of many strengths, would be the first and only Maori to know death.”
Like all tales of mortality, it's ultimately a tragic story. We all
know how the story ends, of course: Maui transforms into a worm and
is gnashed to bits by Hine-nui-te-po's obsidian vagina while a small
bird cackles uncontrollably, and all men are destined to die thereafter.
What did Maui hear in the shell that sent him running to
confront his fate? Was it the void? The gently sussing ebb, around and
around, forever inward? Or was it the sound of the rush of his own
blood pumping in his head?
The similarly-sized terrestrial cousin to the conch, the Giant
African Tiger Snail, is also a hefty customer. It too is edible, so long as
it's cooked well-done. The shell conforms to the same Fibonaccean
ratio, and opens with the same flowery lip. It is treasured by some for
its colors, a black striping on a golden field. If you dig the slug out of it
and break off the end, it too makes a good instrument. But if you put
your ear to the empty shell, do not believe what you hear. The Giant
African Tiger Snail is an imposter—it is decidedly not a conch.

~~

Brittany Kerfoot
Previous published in Driftwood Press Volume 1 Issue 3
The Doll House
The house in which Turner and his fifty-seven dolls live is a
detached ranch-style home, though Turner refuses to call it as such;
there is nothing mid-western or farm-like about it—he just doesn’t
have stairs. Even with all the lights on, each room in the house seems
to be cloaked in shadow, as though it were perpetually late evening.
Nearly every inch is filled with the wooden and plastic faces of his
friends and paramours, each carved or painted or molded with lifelike
detail. The dolls sit in dwarfed chairs in corners or casually lean against
walls, their miniature arms and legs crossed, solitary expressions on
their faces. There are arm puppets, wooden dolls, marionettes, plush
dolls, and silicone dolls, a beautiful collaboration of online purchases
and creations of his own hands. If he ever had any guests over, they
would have struggled to clear a spot on the couch or at the kitchen
table, every inch occupied by a cotton-stuffed body, a hard synthetic
face, a drawn raised eyebrow.
Barkley, his first puppet, is a brown-spotted dog with floppy
ears. Its seams have long since unraveled and been re-stitched, its
colors faded, but its mouth still smiles when Turner opens his hand
inside of it. His mother made it for him out of felt when he was just a
toddler, and underneath the scent of dust and mildew, he swears he
can still smell her. Fifteen years ago, a mere ten days after he tore away
the wrapping paper from Barkley on his tenth birthday, the authorities
found his father drunk and unrepentant in a motel four hundred and
seventy two miles from where Turner had been staying in the Second
Chances Group Home. The chief of police shoved his father’s head into
the caged backseat and charged him with murder, or more aptly,
pushing his wife down a flight of stairs.
Turner has had breakfast with Leonard, his fourteenth
creation, every morning for the past eleven years; he allows fifteen
minutes for eating, fifteen minutes for small talk, and the remaining
fifteen for washing dishes and preparing Shelly’s first meal. He washes
his hands before touching the food, pushing the soap into his hands as
though he could clean the slender bones inside. He counts a slow
twenty seconds aloud before rinsing each sud and bubble thoroughly
away.
Turner often gripes to Leonard about the high cost of homes
these days and laments how glad he is he purchased his quaint abode
in a buyer’s market. Leonard is a ginger-haired forty-something of

plush and plastic sporting black-rimmed glasses and a pea-green
sweater vest; a bushy mustache hides the better part of his thin upper
lip, and the vacant look in his marbled eyes tells Turner he cares little
about markets and mortgages. Each day the two of them eat dry toast
and grits and sip black coffee, Lenny’s moccasined feet hanging
motionless a foot above the linoleum kitchen floor. When Turner clears
the table, Leonard’s food is untouched, his napkin clean and still
folded. Sometimes Turner is offended by the doll’s refusal to eat, and
he wonders if it’s his cooking or if perhaps Leonard raids the fridge in
the middle of the night instead. He ignores that, day after day, nothing
has been touched—there are no crackers or bread slices missing from
the cabinets, no newly dirty dishes in the sink—and continues to pour
his friend a mug full of coffee anyway.
After breakfast Turner walks into the living room where Shelly
is usually asleep in her cage. He pulls off the canvas covering that
signals to her it’s time to rest and unlocks the metal door; the sound
shakes her awake and she instinctively knows its feeding time. Turner
lets her sit on his lap while he hand-feeds her cooked carrots, raw snow
peas, and pieces of a baked potato. She chews the food vigorously, her
stubby tongue searching for the next bite. Bits fall onto his jeans and
the floor. “Good girl,” he says, and strokes the gray fluff on her chest
while balancing the paper plate of vegetables in his other hand.
Turner bought Shelly with the money he’d saved from odd jobs
and allowances he received during his time in foster care. On his
eighteenth birthday he left his twelfth and final placement home and
purchased the bird from a newspaper ad that evening. He moved into
the first studio apartment he could find and spent the rest of his money
on birdseed.
After feeding Shelly, Turner lets her perch on his wrist, her
talons leaving dent-like impressions on his pale skin. Before returning
his friend to her cage, he always sings her favorite song, the song his
mother would sing to lull him to sleep after a nightmare or a
particularly rough bout with his father. She’d stroke his sweat-soaked
hair, working the tangles with her long fingers, and coo:
And the songbirds are singing,
Like they know the score,
And I love you, I love you, I love you,
Like never before
And I wish you all the love in the world,

But most of all, I wish it from myself.
Placing the bird back in her cage, Turner bumps Mr. X’s limp
limbs that hang next to the faded red curtains cloaking the shuttered
window behind him. Invisible strings, made more noticeable by tiny,
clinging flecks of dirt and dust, are looped around his joints and neck.
Mr. X, his ninth addition, is one of three marionettes in the house, but
is the only one without a face; he does not wear clothes. On occasion,
when Turner sings, he holds the puppet’s control bar loosely and
makes him dance, his sculpted feet clicking against the floor like tap
shoes. When he is not strung up and his body is allowed to assume its
own shape, he is listless and lifeless; only Turner can resurrect him
with the flick of his wrist. As he was carving and drilling and screwing
and putting Mr. X together, he could not help but recall the sight of his
mother’s twisted and broken feet at the bottom of the staircase and his
utter inability to fix them.
He walks back into the bedroom to wake his girlfriend Petunia.
Petunia is not his first lover. His relationship with Jade, his
twenty-first conception, a blonde-haired Marilyn lookalike clad in a
tight black mini-dress with a perfectly round mole on her left cheek,
served a different purpose than he had originally intended. He wanted
to love—he thought he might be good at it—so he scoured through
Internet images from his search for “the perfect woman” and after
three months, he had built Jade. Jade has a plush body and a soft
plastic head; she is a voluptuous maven with eyes the shape of almonds
lined in black and eggplant purple. Her corset pushes her breasts of
cotton and cloth up to her manmade clavicle. Standing at 4’5” tall when
held upright, she is nearly the size of a human middle schooler. Before
she was complete, Turner cut a slit in between her legs using his
trimming shears; he left her mouth closed.
In the beginning, Turner spent all his time with his new
courtesan, preparing her meals for which he found recipes on YouTube,
ordering her new lingerie online and securing it with safety pins, and
watching the news with her and giving his opinion on gun control and
fracking (he is for and against, respectively). But something was
missing. Jade didn’t seem to reciprocate his affections; she was a
lackluster lover, rarely able to make him come. Her skin was dry like
new bed sheets, her hair as coarse and tangled as a horse’s mane. Her
constant blank stare proved to him her artificiality; she slept with her
eyes open.
“How do you feel about our presence in Afghanistan?” he
would ask her, but she had no opinion.
“I’m not big into politics,” he would hear her say.

“Do you think I should start working out?” he would ask her.
“I think you should do a lot of things,” he would hear her say. “I
think you should shave your mustache. I think you should wear nicer
clothes. I think you should leave the house once in a while. But it
doesn’t matter what I think; you’ll never do those things.” Her words
echoed in his head like a nagging whisper, coaxing him awake in the
mornings and keeping him from sleep at night.
Jade was also offended by Turner’s strict schedule, his need to
pencil time with her into his daily calendar that hung on the fridge. She
resented Shelly because he spent more time with the bird than with
her. He didn’t hold Jade after their lovemaking, or smooth her strawlike hair away from her face before he got up to wash and urinate.
Whenever Turner spent too much intimate time with someone else,
Shelly would squawk and caw for attention or yank out her feathers
with her mouth until they littered the ground below like sidewalk trash.
Like a morning alarm, he would obey her, rushing to her side to sing
his song and rub her beak with the soft pad of his pointer finger.
After a year of courtship, Turner and Jade were sleeping in
separate beds.
“I feel like we don’t even know each other,” he told her.
“We don’t,” he would hear her say.
Recently, when he looked in the mirror, Turner could see his
face had long since paled from the darkness of the house; he could see
the gray circles tattooed onto the thin skin under his eyes. With some
color and a comb through his hair, he could be considered almost
handsome, but he wasn’t one for grooming. When he and Jade first got
together, he made sure to shower every day and even spritz on the
cologne sample he’d received in the mail, but he quickly let that all go.
He wished he had someone for whom he wanted to dress up, to
impress, but none of his other housemates cared how he looked—they
told him so.
Petunia is the only companion he has not made with his own
hands; his blood is not in her bowels, his sweat never slipped into the
stuffing of her skin. He had been saving up for her, setting aside weekly
allowances from his paycheck as a software engineer. His salary was
limited from the start because he would not meet on site, setting the
requirement early on that he must consistently work from home. But
didn’t mind the cut; he was never an extravagant spender, buying only
the necessities for himself and Shelly and his dolls. After three years, he
had put away more than the $6,000 he needed to bring her home.

Six weeks after placing his order, the doorbell rang and he
knew she had finally come. Once inside, he pried open the life-sized
wooden crate and removed the plastic packing in as much of a hurry as
he could without disturbing the girl hidden underneath. Her eyes were
closed when she arrived: a sleeping beauty that only his touch could
awaken. He stood unmoving in the middle of a pile of Styrofoam,
paper, and plastic. The crate looked like a coffin where she lay with her
hands by her sides, her thick lashes grazing her sharp cheekbones. He
stood her up and her lids snapped open. A diamond-like stud the size
of a freckle winked at him from the side of her nose. The crevices of
Turner’s palms grew damp like tiny rivers, and his chest tightened with
anxiety.
“Welcome home, sweetheart,” he managed to say.
He had changed only one thing about her since she had
arrived. Petunia was not her given name; RealDollz.com had named
her Leila, but Turner didn’t feel it fit her. Her lips were full and soft like
flower petals and she smelled new, fresh—Petunia.
For the first few weeks after her arrival, Turner found himself
unable to interact with his newest houseguest. He slept on the couch
and gave her the bedroom so she would feel comfortable, but still
found himself tossing and turning with nervousness. When he
accidentally grazed her French-manicured hand during “Jeopardy” or
absent-mindedly walked out of the shower without a towel and caught
her eye, he shuffled to another room and pinched the skin on the top of
his hand between his thumb and forefinger until he could breathe
again without difficulty.
“You’re too good for me,” he told her once, when he had begun
to feel a touch more at ease in her presence. “You could do so much
better.”
Petunia stared at him with her lips gently parted, the locket
necklace he ordered for her sitting comfortably in the cavern her plump
breasts made, a picture of the two of them with Shelly hidden inside. “I
don’t want to do better,” he imagined her saying. “I want you.”
Turner read her his favorite books, taught her about politics
and economics, and showed her how to feed Shelly, laying dishtowels
over her arms so the bird wouldn’t scratch her pristine skin. He
stopped writing in his calendar and started sleeping in. After a month,
while Petunia sat with the newspaper in the thin cotton pajamas he had
ordered her, his hand found its way to her lap and hovered above her
exposed knee until the muscles in his arm were exhausted. With a quiet
quivering in his fingers, he slowly lowered it onto her thigh, never once
taking his eyes away from the blank space on the wall in front of him. A

few minutes passed and his hand began to grope, his fingertips pushing
into the PVC piping that was her bones. As he probed, he noticed a gray
film on her skin and a dullness to her hair like an old penny. Like a
flash, it hit him: he had never considered how he would keep her clean.
He immediately concocted a lie, telling her he had to finish
some work in the study, and rushed to the Real Doll message boards.
He searched “cleaning,” “washing,” and “bathing,” hoping he would
find an answer that contradicted his fear: he would have to get her
naked. He had changed her many times, but she kept on her
underclothes. And then there was the intimacy that a bath implied.
With Jade, he felt no shame in seeing her undressed; when she looked
dingy, he soaked her in a tub of warm water and set her to dry
overnight. But Petunia was different. They had been growing closer,
that was true, but he wasn’t ready for this stage of their relationship.
He walked back to where Petunia was still sitting and turned
on the television; every channel he settled on pictured a couple kissing,
a professor and his student hurriedly touching on top of a desk, bikiniclad housewives in Aruba. He flung the remote on the floor and
shuffled over to Shelly’s cage in the dark corner of the room. As she
crawled out and grabbed firmly onto his wrist, he hummed her song
and watched her sway like a foxtail in the wind. She pushed her small
head under Turner’s unshaven chin when he began to sing. Hours later,
when his anxiety could no longer triumph over his exhaustion, he set
Shelly back on her perch and approached Petunia on the loveseat.
“I need to talk to you,” he said. “I don’t want to do anything
you’re not comfortable with, so please tell me if I’m out of line here.”
His hand moved to her shoulder, fingering the lace on her sleeve. “I
was wondering if you would let me give you a bath.”
He could swear he saw her eyes brighten at his request, so he
rushed to the bathroom and began filling the tub. He had no bubble
bath, but there was a bottle of Petunia’s perfume on the sink, so he
added half a dozen sprays into the running water. He closed the door
while he shaved, extra careful not to nick his neck. Drops of water
rested atop the high cheekbones of his fresh face, and he inhaled deeply
enough to taste the bitterness of aftershave on his tongue. He turned
off the lights and went to fetch Petunia.
He carried her into the bathroom, her arm around his
shoulders, and set her down on the side of the tub. His fingers
trembled as he combed out the tangles in her hair, took a warm cloth to
her face. He reached for her shirt but dropped his hand before he lifted
it past her navel.
“It’s okay,” he thought he heard her say. “I want you to.”

He slid it off and folded it neatly, setting it on top of the closed
toilet seat. He had seen the pink corset dozens of times before, but
tonight it looked different—the color appeared brighter, the ribbons
sleeker. He knelt down, his face at her stomach, and removed her
shorts and panties in one movement. After taking some deep breaths
and squeezing the skin on his hand until the pain forced him to stop, he
reached both arms behind her and unfastened the three metal hooks of
her bra. As he held the thing in his hand, he took in her small brown
nipples, the curve where her back met her bottom, her painted pink
toenails.
Once in the bath, he lathered soap between his hands and
massaged it onto her shoulders, her arms, her chest. After several
minutes, he replaced the bar back in the dish and submerged his
shaking hand. He lingered by her knee for a while with a tightness in
his chest like he had swallowed too much water all at once. Between
her legs was pink and sweet and blossoming—Petunia. He kissed her
mouth for the first time and tasted sterile traces of soap, his hand
frozen inside her. This is what he imagined she would feel like: soft and
fleshy and warm.
His face was suddenly flushed and hot, and he hoped the water
was the right temperature for Petunia. He pressed her closer to him,
splashing water over the ceramic and onto the tile floor. As they
shifted, he caught sight of the tiny impressions the stubble from his
chest left on her skin, and made sure to hold her less firmly. Finally he
began to wiggle his fingers as though he were scraping icing out of a
can. His head was spinning; he imagined himself on the moon,
weightless and free.
In the quiet of the encounter, he thought he heard a whisper, a
faint sound in his left ear, his other pressed firmly against Petunia’s
chest. He rose up from the water, his hair dripping into her heavily
mascaraed eyes, and listened; it sounded like a cough, a wheeze, a
labored breath. He struggled to get out of the tub and nearly slipped on
the puddles of water on the floor. He rushed to the living room and
lifted the cape that concealed Shelly’s cage; she was bent over with her
eyes closed, a constant sneezing noise escaping her opened beak. He
took her into his cupped hands and sat on the floor.
“What’s wrong, girl? Tell me what’s wrong. Please.”
He noticed she had defecated profusely down the side of the
cage, and she hadn’t touched the food he had left for her earlier that
evening. He raced to the study and searched for symptoms of sick
birds, possible causes, remedies. He found a user on a pet health forum
whose bird exemplified similar symptoms, but most other members

told him there was nothing he could do; the best thing for the bird was
to be as comfortable as possible so it could die in peace. His naked skin
was wet with bath water and sweat as he worked to swaddle Shelly in
several of his T-shirts. He set her in his lap and looked up the phone
number of the nearest vet.
“I’m sorry, sir,” the receptionist on the other line said. “I wish I
could help, but there’s nothing we would be able to do.”
“How did this happen?” he asked, his cheeks suddenly wet.
“She was fine earlier. She was just fine!”
“Birds are prone to hide their illness until it overcomes them,”
she said. “It’s like they don’t want to admit they’re sick. She may have
been ill for some time now.”
He pleaded with the woman, offering every dollar he had for
surgery and medications, but got the same responses. He hurled the
phone into the wall and returned his gaze back to Shelly. He pushed all
of his faith and hope and frustration into her, willing her to live. After
several moments he looked down and was shocked at the whiteness of
his knuckles, and only when he relaxed his grip did he realize how
tightly he had been holding her. Her beak was still slightly open, her
eyes still closed, but she was quiet now. He sat with her listless body for
hours, stroking the soft fluff on her chest, singing “I love you, I love
you, I love you like never before.”
The next morning he awoke on the floor, Shelly still shrouded
in his clothes. He carried her into the bathroom to find Petunia still
naked, immersed in the cold bathwater. She looked at him with both
concern and surprise, her lips slightly parted. Turner held Shelly in one
hand and used the other to lower himself into the water next to the
doll. Putting his arm around her small waist, he hoisted her upright
and took her hand. He sat with her in the water for a long time, his
pruned, sodden fingers interlaced with hers, rubbing the wrinkled tips
across the smoothness of her skin. Her body showed no signs of
submersion: her makeup was un-smeared and the edges of her nails
were still firm and the color of a Georgia peach. He shuddered and
released her hand, letting it fall back into the cold water, and watched it
slowly sink until it settled on the tub’s floor. He kissed the mass of cloth
and feathers that was now Shelly and set her on the soap dish.
Turner reached over Petunia’s hard body and let the frigid
water slip down the drain, plugging it back once the tub was empty. He
turned the faucet to the hottest setting and let the basin fill to an inch
below the brim while he pulled and tugged at his waterlogged clothes
and let them drop to the floor with a slap.

He was surprised to find himself steady, not shaking or
nervous, as his thumb slid around the smooth circle surrounding
Petunia’s nipple. He put his mouth to hers and she kissed him back,
passionately circling her tongue up and around his, her hand groping
through his hair. Without thinking, he closed his eyes and slipped
inside her, his body both tense and utterly relaxed all at the same time.
“It’s okay,” she told him, and her voice was soft and sweet. She
smiled, and In a flash he lost control, and a kaleidoscope of colors
swirled around in the dark space behind his eyelids—red and yellow
and orange and pink. A flood of pink.
Seconds later, as he lay still in the water, so hot now it nearly
burned, he breathed heavily into Petunia’s chest. His hands were weak
and useless, though they ached to hold something—Shelly’s stiff body,
Petunia’s soft hand, a mug full of coffee with Leonard across the table.
He looked up at the hidden body of the bird and felt the air leave his
lungs. He thought of the sudden stop of her organs, wondered how a
living thing could just cease being, what it felt like for it to all just shut
down.
He spent the rest of the morning with Petunia, fixing her
breakfast and reminiscing about Shelley and making love. The idea of
burying her, of disposing of her tiny, pathetic body, was not yet even a
seed planted in his mind, and instead, he focused his thoughts on the
friends and lovers who would never leave him, would never fall ill or
perish or die. He lay on the floor and sang Shelley’s song to Petunia, to
all of them, and relished the thought of their unchanging faces and
their perfectly preserved skin and their flawless, newly beating hearts.

~~
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secret:

Over our Thanksgiving meal this year, my mother revealed this

“Dissie once told me that Mr. Mitchum next door tried to get
all the maids who worked for him into bed.”
It wasn’t the texture of the turkey, of course, that caused my
gagging. My daughters didn’t know Mr. Mitchum; neither did my wife.
Come to think of it, I didn’t either. But we all went wide-eyed anyway.
“Grandma!” My daughters grew very attentive. “What
happened?”
“That’s what Dissie said. She said Tommie Lee told her to
watch out for the old man.”
“He didn’t try that with Dissie did he Mom,“ I asked. The
Mitchums and our family both employed Dissie, and I loved her as well
as I did my own parents. After all, she raised me too.
“No, he died soon after Dissie came to work for us. But Dissie
believed Tommie Lee. And I’ve never told that story till now.”
*****
I grew up in Bessemer, Alabama, in the most uncertain time of
the Civil Rights era. So I knew that white people then were capable of
anything—especially when that anything came to Black people. Back in
the 50’s, the Klan had a welcome sign on the outskirts of the city, next
to the one erected by the Civitans Club. Things have changed a bit
though. Today, as you get deeper into Alabama, along with the random
raised Confederate battle flags, you see signs that say “Anti-Racism =
Codeword for = Anti-White.”
And so even with this information, knowing all that I know, I
am completely shocked to discover that the white man next door who
died before I was born tried to bed his decidedly African-American
maids. Am I really that naïve?
When my mother revealed this secret, I wanted to yell, “Is
nothing sacred?” But I know that answer, too.
Sacred is as sacred does.
*****

My brother Mike and I both had our battles with Mrs.
Mitchum. I never knew her given name, oddly, as everyone called her
“Willie,” a nickname for what? Wilhemina? Willetta? She named her
only son “William” and called him “Will.” It seemed funny back then,
but less so today given this late revelation about Willie’s husband
whom everyone called “Mitch.” Mitch was an executive with the local
foundry, and carrying on his corporate legacy, Willie subscribed to
both The Wall Street Journal and Barron’s—papers that seemed to me
as somber and gray as Willie herself. I knew this because on the days
Dissie worked for her, I’d go visit her as she ironed or cleaned the
kitchen. We’d listen to radio station WVOK and Dissie’s favorite on-air
personality, Joe Rumore, who called everybody “neighbor” and played
all genres of music in those years. Our favorite song was Jimmy Dean’s
“Big Bad John,” with which Dissie and I would sing along when Willie
wasn’t around.
Of course, when she was around, I wasn’t allowed to visit.
Today, I remember “Mitch” only by the portrait of him hanging
on the living room wall, just above the mantle. He seemed refined,
stately in his brown suit, vest, and businessman’s tie, and though he
was half-smiling in the portrait, I got the distinct impression that he
was anything but friendly and warm. Except, of course, when he was
hunting down the Black women who worked for him.
I can’t help picturing these images: Mitch chasing middle-aged,
uniformed women through the swinging kitchen door and into the hall
leading to the master bedroom. The master bedroom where once my
mother attended to Willie when she was suffering from cataracts. The
room next to Will’s room where photos of him in military dress hung
on all four walls. He graduated from Virginia Military and though he
gave me my first Frisbee and my first copy of To Kill A Mockingbird,
both used, I remember him best in his photos: his cadet hat; the stare
of steel that all cadets must wear.
I wonder now how he must have looked to, and at, his father.
I guess I’m saying that back then, though they lived right next
door to us in a house not very different and certainly not much bigger
than ours, the Mitchums gave off a bearing of class bordering on regal
importance—a bearing that distanced them from everyone else on the
street.
And I guess I’m saying that while I knew that they were
difficult and snooty, I never thought about what lay beneath their
exterior. What they tried to get by with, or hide.
I guess I’m saying that I never examined those pictures as

closely as I should have. Or maybe it’s just that I didn’t really know
what I was seeing.
*****
What I do know is that despite my small-town Alabama
upbringing, because of The Beatles and rock and roll in general, I
pushed my parents hard to let me grow my hair out of the crew cuts
and flat tops and the neatly parted-on-the-side “good little boy” looks
favored by small town life. From fifth grade on, I had Beatle-bangs,
though until eighth grade, the backside of my head was still nearly
shaved. By tenth grade, thanks to a relaxed high school dress code—too
many other issues with race and over-crowding to worry about jeanedclad girls and long-haired guys—my strawberry hair hit my shoulders. I
felt liberated from my past and even admired by those very difficult
and skittish high school girls. In ninth grade, I had been dismissed
from school twice for having hair that covered my ear-tops; now I was
in the top-five longest male-hair cuts of my entire school.
My parents griped and fussed about my appearance, yet during
my struggles with the school dress code, they backed me all the way.
My hair, it seemed, had finally become my own.
Occasionally a redneck would call me a sissy or whistle, but I
didn’t care. Or at least, I didn’t show it.
It was harder, however, to face older adults who looked at me
like I was some sort of Commie. And for some, like Willie, I guess I
was.
She took it upon herself, every chance she got, to remark on my
“long and ugly hair,” how I didn’t look “manly” like her Will had when
he was my age. I did my best to be polite and say nothing but “Yes,
ma’am.” But once, after she felt particularly entitled to tell me about
my obnoxious hair in the presence of my father, he let her have it:
“It’s his hair and he can wear it any way he pleases. And you
can mind your own damn business!”
Wow. My Dad, the World War Two infantry vet. His curly,
almost kinky hair never touched his ears, collar, or fell forward at all.
Though by 1973, he did sport long and bushy sideburns.
His rebuke stopped Willie cold, and she licked her particular
wound for a few months until she saw another chance. Or rather, my
teenage friends and I presented her with a golden wand.
Our youth group at First Methodist Church had been inquiring
about the possibility of conducting an entire morning’s worship

ourselves, and in the spring of 1972 we got our chance. One of us
directed the choir, another led the Affirmation of Faith and Apostle’s
Creed, and my best friend Jimbo actually delivered the sermon. Sadly,
my family was out of town on the big day, but before I left, I did get to
participate in painting six-foot banners with youthful platitudes written
on them to hang from the rafters of our sanctuary. I no longer
remember what they said—that is, except the one that boldly and
largely proclaimed,
“Jesus Had Long Hair Too!”
Which, according to all the paintings in our Sunday School
classes, he did.
At some point during the following week, Willie saw me
outside in my front yard and started yelling about our lack of reverence
and respect—that we had sung songs from Jesus Christ Superstar and
wore jeans and crocheted tunic-smocks for the service. She then
crescendoed into her final and favorite point of offense:
“And just how do you know Jesus wore long hair?”
me.

Her cataract-scarred eyes, behind coke-bottle glasses, glared at

I thought then, and more particularly again after this past
Thanksgiving: “How do you know he had pale skin?” I wish I had said
it. I wish I had said that Jesus would have detested The Wall Street
Journal and all it stands for. I wish I had said “Workers of the World
Unite, you having nothing to lose but your long hair!” I wish I had said
even a simple and plain “Right On!”
*****
Back in those days, when our family and Willie shared Dissie’s
services, there was no minimum wage for maids, that is, if you paid
them cash. We did at least pay for Dissie’s social security and health
care, but her weekly wage was embarrassing. I know we supported her
through her nephew Billy’s stint in Viet Nam and through presents to
her and her family. I know that Dissie loved us and that like us, she had
a difficult time dealing with Willie, who refused to increase Dissie’s
wage, ever, and never made her feel like she was a human being,
certainly not during the fight for civil rights and definitely not while her
nephew was serving his country in that misbegotten war. For there’s
this story, which occurred while Billy was away:
A neighbor on the other side of the alley discarded used
linoleum flooring, piles of worn out tile. Willie, in a fit of self-

sanctioned charity, decided that Dissie could use the tile, would like the
tile, and so she hauled a few pieces into the house to “give” to her. But
Dissie declined the offer, and as she reported the event the next day to
my mother, old Willie promptly declared that Dissie was “an ungrateful
Communist.”
“Dissie doesn’t even know what a Communist is,” my mother
told us later during supper. Still maybe some old linoleum was a better
offer than Tommie Lee got from old Mitch.
*****
Willie wasn’t all bad. There was the time she cooked dinner for
my brother and me when my mother was in the hospital undergoing a
hysterectomy. My brother, though, remembers the dinner as some
strange spaghetti concoction, which, along with meat and noodles,
included walnuts and apples. Still, it was the neighborly thing.
And then there was the time Willie hired me to cut her grass
after her regular “yard-boy,” a young African-American guy named
John, either quit on her or was fired. My mother warned me before I
accepted the job:
“You know who you’ll be working for!”
I thought I did, and after all, I had been cutting grass in the
neighborhood for three years. I was thirteen then and just couldn’t see
how cutting one old woman’s front yard could be troublesome.
After several cuts, Willie seemed pleased enough to give me
another job. She took me down to the side of her house and showed me
all the ivy that had overgrown her walkway up from her garage.
“Now, I don’t want you to pull all of it; just make sure it’s away
from those steps.”
Taking her at her word, I spent a couple of hours pulling ivy
with my bare hands and clearing what I thought was sufficient room
for any older person to maneuver without fear of tripping. When I
knocked on her door to show her the results, she followed me down,
stood very still as she surveyed my work through her bottle glasses, and
pronounced rather shrilly,
“Why son, I don’t see where you’ve pulled any ivy at all! I want
this taken up!”
She continued staring at me for another minute, then turned
and went on back to the house. It was too late that afternoon to finish,
so the next morning, before I had any breakfast, I went back to the ivy

patch and worked all morning pulling up the clinging vines. The
neighbor on the other side of Willie, Mrs. Manzella, called out to me
after I had been working an hour or so,
“Honey, have you had any breakfast?”
So hungry then that I couldn’t lie, I gratefully accepted the
plate of eggs, bacon, and toast she prepared. After only a ten-minute
break, I went back to pulling and kept at it till noon.
Admittedly, I didn’t pull every last strand of ivy, but she said
she wanted some left. So again when I finished, I knocked on Willie’s
door to ask if she wanted to come see.
“No, I’m sure it’s fine, son.”
And then she gave me the three dollars she promised, enough
money for me to buy the new Hot Wheels set I had been coveting.
That afternoon, my mother drove me downtown to buy my
prize. I was so happy. I had worked hard and earned my money. As our
car pulled back up in front of the house, though, what greeted me next
door at Willie’s house was this:
John, the former yard boy, cutting Willie’s grass again.
I stood there holding my Hot Wheels set as Willie emerged to
yell at me:“You still didn’t get up all that ivy.”
Though I felt the shame of such a public humiliation, my Hot
Wheels set ran as smoothly as I dreamed it would anyway. And clearly,
Willie thought that what went on outside of her house was worth all of
her attention.
*****
As a kid in Alabama during these times, things ran as smoothly
as they could for me, given that the city fathers cemented over the
community swimming pool, closed down Kiddie-Land, the only
amusement park within 100 miles, and built new schools in outlying
locales to avoid as best they could the infiltration and dilution of their
race. During these times whole families, indeed, whole neighborhoods
moved out of their ancestral homes rather than live next to, depending
upon your social class, Negroes, Jigaboos, Coloreds, Darkies, Nigras,
and of course, Niggers.
So, knowing all of this, I’ve been trying to understand my own
shock at my mother’s story—why it hit me so hard. Was it that I was
simply stunned that I was so stunned? Was it that I thought despite

everything—the racism, the fear, the hatred—our neighborhood was
composed, at worst, only of people who were afraid of change, afraid of
racial mixing? That at they very least, taking race out of the equation,
in their personal relations with family, friends, and employees, the
people in my neighborhood community were dignified—that they
showed that dignity in most facets of life?
I don’t know how ol’ Mitch did it. How he got around his wife
Willie; how he kept the maids from talking. Did he pay them extra? Did
he hold their livelihood hostage? Did he threaten their families? How
many maids were there?
I don’t know if Willie ever knew. Maybe she did and the
knowing caused her to inoculate herself against it with an extra layer of
pride. In any case, she still kept that portrait of him prominently
displayed till the end of her life.
I do know now that Tommie Lee told Dissie who, because she
loved and trusted a younger white woman, told my mother. Trusted my
mother. Dissie’s been dead now for nearly twenty years, and old Willie
for even longer.
Until last week, my mother never betrayed Dissie’s trust. That’s
the dignity of friendship, of those who love and respect each other.
After the story at Thanksgiving, the writer in me had to ask if
there were other tales like this one, buried in my mother’s
subconscious past. But she just shook her head:
“I know lots of stories,” and then she got up from the table and
headed toward the dishwasher. But just as swiftly, she returned.
“I’ll tell you one more. When Willie was packing up her house
before moving to the retirement village, she gave me a beautiful silver
cruet that she knew I loved. I couldn’t believe how generous she was
being, but she said she wanted me to have it. I put it in the dining room
hutch with my other fine pieces, and for six months, I looked at it and
still couldn’t get over her generosity. And six months to the day, she
called me up and asked me to give it back. Said she found out how
much it was worth and wanted to give it to her granddaughter. So I
said, ‘I’ll put it out by the front door, and you can come get it whenever
you want!’”
“Wow,” my daughters exclaimed. “How much was it worth,
Granma?”
“$75.00. Now what do you think of that?”
But no one said a word. And then we cleaned our plates, trying

to digest all we had heard and all we’d never understand about the
rituals, mindset, and misguided sense of propriety of a not-too-distant
time in the places of our South.

~~

Jim Krosschell
Friday Afternoon
In four months now (and counting), despair nudged me to the
edge just once.
It didn’t happen while I was waiting in the imaging
department, sipping contrast medium (2 bottles, 2 hours, vanilla
flavor). The CT and bone scans were surely but precautions, and I read
the gentle absurdities of Nicholson Baker and checked email every half
hour and didn’t think ahead.
It wasn’t while I was having the scans. Those huge grinding
machines weren’t ominous; they were mechanical fascinations. Their
radiation was the diagnostic kind. Anybody at all could be given such a
test.
No, it was immediately afterward that the agony began, when I
was waiting to be released, when the technician said I needed one more
thing, unscheduled, the most mundane of tests, a chest x-ray.
Leading up to that Friday afternoon were a couple of worrying
months, to be sure. In September my annual PSA test registered above
normal, and I was advised to consult a urologist, who recommended a
repeat, more detailed, PSA, and I agreed (somewhat reluctantly: PSA’s
an unreliable test, so says the Internet, with many false positives, and
even false negatives, and thus is not a worthy opponent at the edge of
the abyss). The number was still elevated, a bit higher even.
The surgeon also persuaded me to get a biopsy (“Let’s put this
behind us,” I said to my wife), which was more unpleasant than painful
or worrisome. He harvested a dozen clips of tissue, guided by an
ultrasound probe, and each sample was powered by a punch that
sounded like an air gun at a carnival. Clearly, it was meant to rule
things out rather than in, even though I had the sense that the surgeon,
in our consultation beforehand, suspected otherwise. Yet at the end of
the procedure, he said, “Things look normal, small and soft, no
evidence of any hard lumps,” and my lack of terror seemed justified.
Nor was waiting for the biopsy results the worst of it. The
pathology would take a few days (this was a Monday); we might have
the results by the end of the week. But my wife and eldest daughter and
I left our home in Massachusetts early on Friday morning to drive to
Virginia for my mother’s 90th birthday celebration, and, having had no
word from the surgeon, I said no word to family. Surely there was a
high probability that the problem would be benign, some hypertrophy
or infection, something not explained by the gruesome process of

counting bad cells. Maybe nothing at all.
Not even the phone call, when I finally connected with the
surgeon, brought about despair. He had indeed left a message on the
home phone on Friday afternoon, asking me to call, and when I
retrieved the message on Monday night, I knew in my gut that the news
would not be good, for if it were, wouldn’t he have said? But neither my
wife nor I acknowledged our fear until well after the call, and it was
merely fear, for we still had each other and hope, and in some ways
knowing is better than not knowing. The phone calls to mother in
Virginia and younger daughter in California were difficult, but I told
them that the treatments are getting better every day, and this cancer is
ridiculously common and slow-growing, and (as I would say many
times going forward, and indeed hear in the mouths of others in
awkward moments), “If you have to have cancer, this is the one to get.”
I might be anxious, but not anguished, not yet, not for a long time,
probably never.
So that weekend in Virginia waiting on the biopsy results was
not the worst of it. The unknowns were so general as to be meaningless.
And there was a curious joy among the four generations (a second
great-grandchild had just been born) of my often phlegmatic family.
Why speculate needlessly?
I will admit that waiting for the results of the scans and the
chest x-ray two weeks later was brutal. That whole weekend in
November was lost time. Normal activities of retirement - reading,
writing, watching cop shows, walking the dog – seemed hazy around
the edges, disembodied. But I could still concentrate a little. There was
saving detail in a long walk to the lake, Claire Messud’s latest novel, a
quiet dinner. My eldest daughter, home a few weeks from overseas and
herself a recent combatant with a slight patch of melanoma on her ear,
sat on the Internet like a mother hen and brooded on all the bad things
that were possible. I refused to Google anything. It was hard enough to
wait without bearing the tenuous hope of someone else’s knowledge.
My appointment with the surgeon to discuss the findings
wasn’t until Monday afternoon, the last of the day, and of course he
was late, it being a Monday and he being a surgeon, and by that time
we had suffered more than 72 hours of worry. My wife and I held hands
as the waiting room emptied out. I was sweating as we finally walked
into his office at 5:30. It didn’t help that he seemed not yet to have
reviewed the images, for he brought them up on his computer screen
and peered at them for a while.
Metastasis was the huge problem we had worried about all
weekend. That was the face looking back at me from the abyss. The

reason for the scans the surgeon had ordered was to make sure that the
cancer had not spread, to lymph nodes or adjacent organs or especially
to the bones. But what was the reason for the last-minute x-ray? The
radiologist had seen some kind of anomaly on the bone scan and
ordered the chest x-ray for further detail. I asked the rad tech, Mary,
my guide throughout that morning of tests, what they had seen. “I
don’t know, exactly, something on the rib,” she said. She must have
seen my terror, for she added, “It’s not like the scan looked like Swiss
cheese, or anything like when it’s really bad.”
Thus was announced the moment of despair. There had been
no need for my wife to accompany me to the hospital for these routine
tests, so I sat alone, waiting, squeezed of air, swaying on a gibbet, my
bones eaten up, paralyzed. Mary passed back and forth in the hallway a
couple of times, saying, “Just a few more minutes, and we’ll get you to
x-ray.” When she finally did come for me, the hallways into which she
led me were completely deserted, as if the place were a ghostly, longdisused train station. The waiting room there was empty. The lockers
all stood open. As soon as I put on the johnny, the x-ray tech appeared.
There was no waiting for this old engine, this machine from the time of
TB and pneumonia, and there was a great hush as he led me into a dark
room, a side track deep in the bowels of the hospital, and his
instructions had a shade of the sepulcher about them, quiet and precise
and echoing. “Flat up against the plate, please. Hunch the shoulders
and press.”
The machine whirred like an asp.
“Now the lateral. Shoulders back.”
“OK,” he said, coming out of his little shelter. “You can get
dressed,” then added, as if to forestall any questions about what the
film might show, “results will be available to your doctor in 24 hours.” I
went back to the dressing room, opened the locker, got dressed, walked
out of x-ray into the glorious bustle of people walking and talking, and
drove home to tell wife and daughter of a complication, to hint at a bad
few minutes, already downplaying the worst time of my life and
thereby ensuring that their worst moments would begin.
For in those few minutes, as I’d waited for the paperwork
ordering a simple test that would prove or disprove the most awful of
cancer complications, time was not only lost; it lost meaning. Nothing
in the past provided solace, the present had no purpose, and the future
didn’t contain me at all, for I had died of bone metastasis, in a kind of
pain that would make childbirth or kidney stones - or the bladder
spasms I would have after surgery a few weeks hence - seem to be
child’s play. There was a terrible hollow in my body, and I was

unmoored like a zeppelin. My wife and daughters would be abandoned,
and that was the worst part, failing them, leaving them to years of
sorrow, and cruel memories of a Friday afternoon in November.
As I sat on that orange institutional chair, tears rose from my
gut and chest and into the back of my eyes, for myself, for those who
loved me. I wished for time to run backwards (why doesn’t it?), or at
least catch and save me in a warp. Give me a lifeline! Give me salvation,
give me something to blame for the whole intense charade of a life
heretofore conducted in the blind business of not acknowledging death.
But nothing so foolish was necessary. How was I rescued from the edge
of hell? By time’s ordinary and majestic detail: A hospital lobby
shimmers with noise. Traffic orders itself on the streets. Trees keep
track of the seasons. By the body and its sheer simple needs: books to
read, plans to make, and a family to love. By people just doing their
jobs: a clerk, a couple of rad techs, the parking attendant who took my
money, and, three days later, the surgeon, who put down his glasses at
last and pronounced the scans to be clean.
It feels as if I’ve seen the face of eternity, and it is empty.
There’s no help there, no answers. For me, if there is worse to come,
and there probably is, I don’t expect to fly off in panic again. I expect to
remain tethered to the ground, however long and twitchy the thread.
And at the very end? It’s now plain to me that we are constructed, in
body and mind, so as to require a death. And that’s the reason time
goes backwards, or stands still, for no one.

~~

Sharon Wolfe
previously published in Neutrons/Protons, Issue 9--Vacation

Rubber Neck Inn
Memphis, Tennessee: August 16, 1977. We are passing through
on our way from Morgantown, West Virginia to Greenville, Mississippi.
We have driven, flown, or bussed down south as far back as I can
remember to spend our summer vacations with Mom’s people, who live
in Mississippi and Louisiana. When we fly, Daddy stays behind for a
couple of weeks—he can’t afford to take off work for too long—and later
drives down to bring us back home. It’s a long, lonely drive, but he does
it dutifully and without complaint. He probably enjoys the peace and
quiet. He likes Mom’s family, but feels out of place spending extended
periods of time with them—they’re all Church of God Pentecostals,
several are local pastors—the only family member he can drink beer with
is Uncle Bill in Lake Providence. And there’s nowhere for him to light up
—pipe or cigarette—as none of them smoke.
It’s a big family: aunts and uncles and cousins all over the place
hugging and feasting and yakking in their deep Southern drawl, and
everybody goes to church—a lot. When we’re not in church, we’re driving
from one relative’s house to another’s under the blazing Mississippi sun,
red clay and round pebbles crunching under the tires as we navigate the
many raised railroad crossings. I imagine the endless rows of cotton to be
David—a crush Cousin Wayne introduced me to in Dunn—running after
me, his long green-clad legs holding pace with our car like a sidewise
‘Keep on Truckin’’ man as we roll down the state road. I have more
cousins than I know what to do with. We play red-rover and ride rickety
old bicycles, chase each other through cornfields and steal the next-doorneighbors’ peaches, right over the fence and off their tree. I always return
home at least five shades darker than I leave.
In Morgantown, it’s just Daddy, Mom, me, and my Barney dog.
Daddy’s not a church-goer. It’s not that he’s a bad guy, far from it. He’s
just a simple man, quiet, a realist. He works hard, minds his own
business, and likes to read the paper or watch the news while smoking
his pipe full of Half & Half tobacco, shirtless, in his chair after work with
a cold one, or two, on the end-table by his ashtray. Sometimes he lets me
smell the crinkly silver pouch with its green and red letters. Mmm.
Tobacco smells so much better before it’s burning. Daddy smells like
Aqua Velva sometimes, Old Spice once in a while, and Hai Karate on
occasion, depending on whichever gift set Mom gave him for Christmas.
He’s got a Clark Gable mustache I like to tickle to make his mouth move
left and right trying to get away from my finger. He calls me “Punkin,”
and “Baby.” Sometimes “Squirt,” or simply, “Girl.” I call him “Daddy,”
even though everybody else calls him Pete. His real name is Marvin.

*****
When I was really little and we would fly or bus to Mississippi
without my father, my mom would sing “How Much is that Doggie in the
Window” to me—her warbled, insincere attempt to get me to stop crying
for him. To further complicate matters, she insisted on hijacking the
original lyrics and would dramatically croon: “We must take a trip to
Mississippi—and leave our poor Daddy alone—while we are eating
shrimp and jambalaya—poor Daddy’ll be gnawing a bone,” an act which
inevitably resulted in me poking out my bottom lip and bawling like the
broken-hearted little girl I so truly was. She would then combine this
song with a personalized version of Little Jimmy Dickens’s “Take an Old
Cold ‘Tater and Wait,” which sent me into wailing guilt-fits, as I now
believed myself personally responsible for his starvation! This provided
Mom with the perfect opportunity to cuddle up to me, patting and
squeezing and rocking in mock consolation, as she dried my tears and
assured me that Dad wouldn’t really have to chew on bones and eat stale
potatoes for dinner. Being so small, I interpreted Mom’s mean-spirited
melodies quite literally; it would thereby require a hefty slice of calming
persuasion to convince me that my father would be meeting us at Uncle
Melvin’s before too long, and with a full stomach, most likely. Mothers
are odd creatures at times. Why do they purposely make us cry and then
turn around and baby us after the fact? That’s one I’ll never understand.
This year, however, we are all crammed together in the blue
Pinto wagon—even little Barney, my freaky-looking, cream-colored, West
Highland white terrier/French poodle accident—for our two week
pilgrimage to the Deep South. I am fourteen years old. My mom, Thelma,
is forty-nine, and Daddy is forty-seven. I am adopted, but don’t sweat it,
adoption is the least of my worries at fourteen. We are dysfunction
incarnate—thanks to Mom’s frequent, unpredictable, and often violent
mood-swings—trying to look like a family: basket-curls and polyester,
tube-socks and ponytails, skinny legs and beer bellies. Our vacation
nearly ends in the driveway when Mom freaks out after a wisecrack by
Dad about her new hair color—he claims it glows in the dark and scares
him at night—and declares the trip canceled. Dirty words a-flying, she
starts tossing all our gear out of the wagon, over the fence, and into our
front yard. It takes us twenty full minutes of finagling to convince her he
was just joking around.
Not so much the American dream, perhaps, but more like a
representative sampling of the American condition in the 1970’s.
Seatbelts have been invented, yes, but no one ever uses them yet. They
are cumbersome, annoying. We put the back seat of the station wagon
down for the road trip and reload it up with coolers and luggage, pillows
and sleeping bags, dog food, books, and traveling games on one side;
Barney and I make camp on the other, the pair of us either warily
peeking between the two front seats to see what’s coming next, or lying

down facing the back window to remember where we’ve been.
*****
We have stopped off for a restaurant meal in Memphis.
Afterwards, Dad heads out to the car for a smoke and to take care of
Barney while Mom and I detour to the ladies’ room before getting back
on the road. We’re not gone long. We approach the blue Pinto and get in.
Dad’s sitting there, window rolled down in the sweltering Tennessee
summer heat listening to a local radio station. Elvis is crooning, “Well,
that’s all right Mama. That’s all right for you...” Mom reapplies her
lipstick in the rearview mirror, making the middle-aged-lady lipstick
grimace at herself as she does so.

“Elvis died,” my dad says, quietly and matter-of-fact, staring off
across the parking lot. No gesticulation, no fanfare, just those two simple
words. A straight, dry wind enters left, exits right.
“He did not,” replies my mother, tucking her big, beige pleather
purse under her legs.
“Nuh-uh,” say I, incredulous. “You’re kidding.”
“Nope. Elvis Died,” he repeats, never one for embellishment.
“You’re serious.”
“Yep.”
“When?” we both ask.
“Just now.”
“How do you know? Who told you that?” Our questions
intersect, nearly canceling each other out. The breeze momentarily backs
into itself, confused, then carries on. The world shifts a bit, along with
my lunch.
“They just said it on the radio.”
Barney perks his ears, brf’s lightly, and stares at me, awaiting
explanation. I don’t know how to translate this one into dog. Eventually,
he gives up and lays down, his nose nestled against my left knee.
We sit in the parking lot and listen, tuning in one local station
after another. This moment in history will later be hailed as the death of
the American Dream, or the death of Rock & Roll, depending upon whom
you ask. But right now, for us, it is just sad, and exciting in a morose kind

of way. After all, we’re not superstars. We’re just the little people. Daddy
doesn’t say much. Mom takes it personally, what with her and Elvis both
sharing those humble Mississippi beginnings—the Greenville-Tupelo
connection—it’s almost as if she’s lost a member of her immediate
family. Her eyes look weird, rounder somehow. Not sure what to do, I
begin making mental connections. I ponder coincidence. What are the
odds? The King of Rock & Roll dies while we are nibbling on burgers and
fries just a stone’s throw from Graceland? Spooky!
We are supposed to continue south, but Elvis’s gravity, dead or
alive, holds sway in this town. We are not immune and surrender,
assuming orbit. Mississippi can wait. Dad does not argue, just sits in the
driver’s seat awaiting further instruction. I listen to the first, shocked,
sensationalistic utterances of media frenzy in the making. “Elvis Presley
permanently changed the face of American pop culture,” Jimmy Carter.
“Besides Jesus Christ, there’s no greater man that ever lived,” J.D.
Sumner, of J.D. Sumner and the Stamps. “This is Lisa. My Daddy is
dead.” Lisa Marie, age 9, intercepted personal phone call now headline
fodder. Random newscaster: “Even though he didn’t drink, smoke, or
drive his own car...” (Puhleeze. Even I know better than that. I stayed up
and watched part of that last Las Vegas concert on late-night TV).
Citizens are requested to fly their flags at half-mast. Elvis is Dead. Elvis is
Everywhere. All is Elvis. Amen, amen. The city buzzes and crackles with
the news. Soon the entire world will be sucked in.
Mom burrows into the bottom of her pocketbook and resurfaces;
triumphantly brandishing the sparkly pink change purse I bought her at
Woolworth’s last Mother’s Day. Strange, she seems much happier to have
it now than she did to get it then. I’m still puzzling this through when,
without warning, she throws open the passenger’s door and darts from
the car, disappearing back into the restaurant, only to reappear about
fifteen minutes later. She passes my dad a napkin with directions
scribbled on it.

“Where’d you go?” we inquire.
“

To find a pay phone,” she replies impatiently, like we’re slow or
something. “I just booked us the last room in the city.”
*****
August 17, 1977. We are going to pay our respects to the King.
Elvis’s father, Vernon, has decided to have Elvis’s body laid in-state at
Graceland Mansion. A private, inner-circle service is held at two p.m.
The public viewing will begin at three. We stand outside the gates of
Graceland taking pictures of oglers and celebrities alike with our
Polaroid instamatic camera. It is unbelievably hot. We wait in line for
five-and-a-half hours. People start falling out from heat-stroke. Men with

redneck tans sit on their coolers drinking beer while their wives cry and
kids play on the sidewalk. News reports claim there are nearly 100,000
of us.
Hawkers are everywhere selling t-shirts, balloons, pennants,
buttons, posters, you name it, if it’s Elvis, someone’s selling it. I already
have my Elvis t-shirt, bought it across the street when we picked up film
for the camera. It’s bright blue with silver glitter “Elvis” letters
silkscreened on the front, and another silkscreen of him singing on the
back. They made it while I waited. Every song on their jukebox was by
Elvis Presley. White wooden rails and orange construction cones cordon
off the sidewalk along Elvis Presley Boulevard to keep mourners and
looky-loo fans out of the street and away from celebrity visitors paying
their respects. Rumors fly and cameras click.

“There goes Ann Margaret!”
“Looky there, in the back of that car! It’s George Hamilton, Jr!”
Oh my God! Here comes Caroline Kennedy!”
I’m still not sure if the picture I took of an incoming vehicle
actually housed Sammy Davis Jr. or not.
The moment has arrived. The scene is manic, throwing off
reverential circus vibes. Mom takes a diet pill and a nerve pill, just to be
on the safe side. We are ushered in under heavy security through the
green, white, and wrought-iron gates, and then herded up the left side of
the semi-circular drive that leads to the front entrance of Graceland
Mansion. Daddy’s getting a sunburn. I hadn’t noticed before. Red brick
and black shutters frown down upon us all. We pass between the four
alabaster pillars into the mouth of Grace. We are in the foyer. Red velvet
ropes separate the living from the hallowed dead. I am so caught up in
the now of it all I forget to look around myself at all the Southern
grandeur. We inch forward, step by reverent step. There’s a woman and
her little girl in front of me. The child is no more than four and dressed
for church. She doesn’t understand and thinks Elvis is simply asleep.
Before anyone can stop her, she ducks under the velvet rope, ignoring the
sacred boundary, and begins climbing up the side of the copper casket
draped in roses, baring her lace-covered bottom to the world as she does
so. She has been told Elvis is sleeping and wants to wake him up.
Security peels her off the coffin and promptly returns her to her mother;
both are crying.
Elvis looks younger than I remember, waxy, like a model. His
hair is combed back in an earlier style, and to be honest, he looks better
today than he has in a long time. Poor dead Elvis. His head rests on a
silver velvet pillow and he is wearing a white suit, pale blue shirt, and silk

tie. He does look like he’s sleeping. He looks unreal to me somehow, but
then again, Elvis didn’t look real many times in his life—lots of makeup,
doctored-up photographs, film imagery—you know, the magic of
Hollyweird. I hold my breath for a second and just gaze upon him, then,
it is time to go. We are ushered out of the entranceway, down the right
side of the drive, and back through the gates. The King is dead. Long live
the King.
*****
August 18, 1997. Approximately four a.m. Mourners have set up
shop for an all-night vigil outside the gates, when a drunken boy by the
name of Treatise Wheeler, 18, drives three female companions down
Elvis Presley Boulevard and, perhaps hoping to get lucky later if he gives
them a real good show, turns around to take them by Graceland one last
time. Inexplicably, he instead runs his car up onto the sidewalk, where
we had been standing earlier that day, and drives into the crowd. Two
young women lose their lives, another is seriously injured. He will find
himself charged with two counts of second-degree murder and drunken
driving before we ever reach Greenville. Some joyride. We roll on,
oblivious, looking forward to one of Aunt Jean’s home-cooked meals.
<<< “Ladies and gentleman, Elvis has left the building.” >>>
It will be years before all the Elvis dust has settled, and I will be
grown before I come to fully understand the sad circumstances
surrounding his death and their ignoble implications. It seems that the
King did die on his throne, but then fell off, and was later discovered
face-down on the bathroom carpet with his yellow jammie bottoms
pushed down around his knees. Rigor mortis had set in long before he
ever left the bathroom, but that didn’t stop a slew of people from trying
to resuscitate him before they were finally forced to admit defeat.
Subsequent controversy and scandal ensued, but I leave that for other
pens as this is not a tabloid gossip-column. It is simply a chronicle of me,
Mom, and Daddy, and what happened to us on the day Elvis died.
His was a tragic story, what with his meteoric rise to fame and
gradual fall from grace, and I had watched it all for years with my
humble little family unit, not to mention the rest of the world, as if
peering through a lens. The lens of fame that distances and distorts, and
makes us all ‘ooh’ and ‘ahh’ and want and wish and believe that if we can
just get rich enough, impenetrable happiness is sure to follow. But Elvis
Presley’s fate serves as a sharp reminder that we should not always
believe what we see. His was the isolated impenetrable alright, but
without the happiness part. Elvis could have had anything he wanted
except for the simple happiness of a normal family life again. That’s
something he would never recapture in his lifetime.
Yet, even with all his fame and fortune, Elvis was just as screwed

up as we were, perhaps even more so—an oddly comforting realization—I
feel a tiny twinge of guilt admitting this, but it’s true, nonetheless. His
was a great talent, but this gift concealed the tortured soul of a child
encased within a grown man’s body; filthy rich, granted, but tortured just
the same. Sharpen focus—remove the spangly capes and the rhinestoned
jumpsuits—and it becomes clear. In many respects, Elvis Presley was just
like us: scared, flawed, common, indulgent, protective, immature,
overgrown, and overcompensating. Human. Mortal.
When I think of him now, I am reminded of the words from San
Francisco’s dark, eccentric, giant eyeball-sporting musical-theatre
stylists, the Residents, and their production of The King and Eye, when,
during performance of “The Baby King,” Mr. Skull mindfully instructs his
rapt puppet grandchildren, who stare up at him awaiting conclusion to
their own sad Elvis tale, to never lose sight of the fact that Elvis was a
baby. A baby within, uncorrupt and blameless. A substantial, enduring
reflection of the wellspring of potential that all harbor or hide. We begin
and finish here: Elvis Presley, me and mine, you and yours, with so much
more in common than meets the eye. Messed up or no, every single one
of us baby souls, low-born and noble alike, who, in the end, will have no
clothes on when we finally fall from our thrones, be they golden, ceramic,
or stone.

~~
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Amanda Buck
Black Ice
And I know the moment
my boots begin to slide on
melting snow that the black ice
has hit. I am seven years old again
in my nightgown kneeling on my
mother’s bed, praying over a baby
doll we have placed in my old crib
in hopes that tonight it will
turn into a child for my mother
who can have no more kids,
and wants another baby
more than I think
she wants me.
Because she was so young
when she first had me—the same
age as I am now mid fall—
she is disappointed
with the only one
she has—me—or so it seems
when I remember sitting on top
of my very first pink bicycle, the one with
the little white basket and streamers,
in my screened in porch. Peddling three
steps forward and three steps back on
the grey slab because my parents won’t
let me ride it around the neighborhood alone.
I sit there watching my mother inside—
hair done up in a towel—gazing
at college course catalogs
and mourning the loss of my brother.
I wonder if I fall off my bike she will notice me,
but then I crash on the ground
in the snow and I am seven years old again
going to sleep with dreams of a baby brother
I could gift to my mother to make her smile
not realizing it will be the last time I am seen by her.
Once my foster brother
comes and gets stolen back I will never again
be able to compete with the boy
that got away, who does no wrong,
forever the frozen baby in the crib.
Who will have time to remember anything
but the slam slam slam slamming of the screen

door that rings in my ears as I hit
concrete and ice soaks my jeans
and the memories melt into
their in ghostly pursuit under the snow
in the breeze that pushes me home
to a place I hope is something dry.
~

The Yellow Bassinet
In my earliest memory I claim to be a week old
and I am laying in the alcove of my parents
bedroom in a yellow bassinet.
I am laying in a yellow bassinet with one eye open on my mother.
She is young. She has long black hair.
I am watching her, in my memory, and she is wearing a white floral silk
robe.
I am in a yellow bassinet and I am learning the art
of sleeping with one eye still open on my mother.
At a week old I dare her to walk away.
At a week old I cry because I know she will.
After my mother tries to kill herself,
I am seventeen sleeping on the living room couch
any time my mother returns to the cold converted garage
room where it happened. The place I dared her to go while
laying in my yellow bassinet. I am lying
on the couch, one eye open, because my mother has returned
to her crib of depression.
I am daring her to try her shit once more with me laying so close.
I am crying because she threatened she would.
I am gathering a box full of narcotics and knives
under my blanket. I am sleeping with one eye
on my mother’s closed door. I am watching
reruns of The Cosby Show—are there any real
Clair Huxtable’s in this world?
In my earliest memory I am a week old
and I am watching my mother lay on the blue couch in the garage.
I am begging her in a floral silk robe.

In my earliest memory I am Clair Huxtable
I am dancing. I am lifting up a car.
In my earliest memory I am an invisible girl
I am weighting the feeling of a closed door.
I am placing all my love in my eye.
~

That Night
That night I didn’t ride the ambulance with my mother.
I didn’t see her aspirate the martinis and day old nachos
Into her lungs, stomach swollen with pills as if with
child. That night I went to the theater because the show
must go on. In my memories of that night I am a prop
in my mother’s performance. I flow from hand to hand.
I fade away. By my mother, I hear myself ventriloquized—
I say she is sick with the flu. I say she has what is going
around. After all, it is the year that suicide is catching in my life.
In blurred lyrics of Simon and Garfunkel I float outside of myself.
I levitate over the prop table. In restless walks I prowl the night.
I am in the cat walk. On narrow streets of cobblestone I wear
my head set turned on mute. I am on the stage.
I am flickering the lights. I gel with an ectoplasmic neon tinge. I am
the Super Invisible Girl. I move the sets by myself,
I lift the bed and place it on the spikes. I lift and lock
the barn door. I become one of those mothers who lift
cars off their children in frantic panic. For my mother
I will lift the car. I am not at the hospital when she will
only speak in sign language. I am
at the theater, costumes in hand dressing faceless actors
in the dark. Hello darkness my old friend. I’ve come to talk
for my mother again. I dress in black like mourning.
That night I go to Scarborough Fair. I kiss the graduate
parked behind a sub-division. I wear pig-tails
like handlebars. In the cow pasture on an abandoned
road I let him touch me. He does not taste
like parsley or sage or rosemary. He tastes like time.
The hours I will lose. The tick ticking
childhood as my mother lays in that hospital bed.
From across town she pulls my arm strings,

she tilts my head to the right, she bats my eyes
and I kiss the lead in her show again and again and again.

Domenic Scopa
The Forth of July We Met
For hours we swung in the dark,
hearing firecrackers mark the occasion.
Somewhere, your ride
honked her horn.
Your feet splashed puddles
when you anchored them to stop the swing.
If I could have read our future
as some message folded
in our scattered beer bottles,
I would have parted with a handshake.

~~

Rodney Nelson
Cross Point Road
the days in the lake region that year
were of honey
the nights of water
only wine
between us and we drank
from a bota in the car
you told
me to stop at the Round House Inn on
the turn to my cottage but I laughed
we wound up arguing
in a park and I can remember
the fireflies
there has never been
a Round House Inn at Cross Point Road but
I have made the turn
am driving it
too late
in another July and
water night to find you where I
have never had a cottage or been

~~

Jose Fonseca
El Paso Del Norte
Morning floods the desert
valley with gold light.
Submerged are sister cities,
separated by a slush river
that mucks the world in its waning
dirty water. Bloated corpses rise up
and float face down
bobbing on the surface
of the gold light
like silent drones. On television's
electric eye, the dead displayed
by red eye reporters siphoning
substance off images of bloody asphalt
and bodies draped under sheets .
and their numbers are bolstered
every night as the new corpses sink
into the sky with the others
drifting on the surface
of dawn's light
like toe-tagged kites. The children
that live in the cities look up
at the heights where they will fall.
The oxidized green church
bells bang away, bang and bang,
ricocheting off the hanging bodies,
echoing into the mouths of
the citizenry as they tongue
morning rosary rites for the dead.
The children repeating the rites.
Santo Niño,
Santa María,
San Pedro,
Santa Murete,
standing stone epitaphs
on a cemetery hill that
surfaces out of the dawn's gold,
the hump back of a leviathan
peeking from the depths.
Displacing in ripples the bodies that

hover on the surface
of the morning light
like punctured piñatas. Political
posters on leaning streetlamps,
baiting with red print rhetoric .
Sugar skull politician
pointing with twisted fingers to the sky
smiling with gap tooth rehearsed grace.
And the corpses drift on indifferent
to us all, muted, marooned
over head nothing
to the sister cites
they're just
dead.

~~

Changming Yuan
Would or Wouldn't: the Variations of the Wing
If every human had a pair of wings
(Made of strong mussels and broad feathers
Rather than wax like Icarus’)
Who wouldn’t jump high or become eager to fly
Either towards the setting sun
Or against the rising wind?
Who wouldn’t migrate afar with sunshine
And glide most straight to a warmer spot
In the open space? Indeed
Who would continue to confine himself
Within the thick walls of a small rented room?
Who would willingly take a detour
Bump into a stranger, or stumble down
Along the way? More important
Who would remain fixed here
At the same corner all her life
Like a rotten stump, hopeless
Of a new green growth?

~~

Christine Davis
Villanelle for Sugar on Snow, and Pecan squares, and the Way
Her House Always Smelled of Nutmeg
On the occasion of your mother’s death
you sent me a text message.
No more breath
to describe her painlessness, your pain in-depth—
to turn cancer into language.
Few words remained, on the occasion of your mother’s death.
Twenty-three and only bones left;
I haven’t seen you eat a meal in ages.
No fruit basket, I send flowers— forget the babies breath.
She was a gourmet cook, you would expect
chemo and hospice to hollow cheeks, heighten edges,
but you weighed less, on the occasion of your mother’s death.
The only food you want is hers and you regret
not learning everything fast enough. So you salvage
old recipes and stir caramel until out of breath;
let it cool, slowly drip to wax paper. You taste.
On the occasion of your mother’s death,
no more breath to waste.

~~

Ty Cronkhite
Barista
We were strangers.
I knew her only by her
quiet words in a coffee shop
like poetry.
A short conversation about light and dark
roasts. I remember her saying
"that will be two dollars and thirty five cents please."
I handed her some money.
She gave some of it back,
a nickel and a dime.
Our hands touched briefly in the transaction.
She wore plastic gloves
due to a recent outbreak of Hepatitis A
which is very contagious.
That was it.
Which is why
we both found it a little
awkward when she came upon me
singing her name to a duck
as I fed it bread crusts
in a nearby park
later that day.
It was only because
her name
as it appeared on her
name tag
was so unnecessarily melodious.
I can't explain the duck.

~~

Robert Okaji
Rain Forest Bridge
To cross
you must first
trust the strands
to hold.
The second tentative
step precedes
the next,
each successive one
gaining strength:
here to
there, now
to then, a summoning of
entreaties
within
one’s faith.
Vapor meets cooler air,
forming droplets,
clouding the far side.
I have feared endings
and the strictures of the unseen,
but here
in this vast
swaying,
I know
one line
bisects the void.

~~

Simon Perchik
As if this dirt can’t overflow
has nothing behind it
except your fingertips
further and further apart
--you look for the waterline
the way each morning dries
closing in on you, half crater
half while this clay jar
begins to drink again
with its mouth and the flower
at home with you, here and there
covers you and nothing between.

~~

Chloe Hanson
Drowning
You talked about drowning
like a lullaby—your voice lilting
then still-lake silent,
and I felt a quiet romance in the notion-my Ophelia made Oliver, my Lord of Chalot,
my Victor Woolfe. You, a tragic hero-you, who wished to feel the bone-white freeze
like a slow-creeping rigor mortis
up each thigh, through your core,
sliding along your spine and into your waiting mouth
and you, so willing, would open yourself-lips to death, a kiss in the corner
of your expiring smile.
You wanted your heart embalmed
in the water's blue embrace,
you saw yourself a cryogenic masterpiece,
a miracle of modern medicine
but you believed that love, always love,
would massage life into your wrinkled fingertips,
smooth the ice away from your lips,
kiss the smile back in.
And so when you ran those corpse-hands
up my thighs, stomach, chest,
and I tasted the tang of your formaldehyde-tongue,
I opened my mouth like a coffin,
breathed in your death-rattle,
my lips like two blue arms
to wrap you in an embrace
and let you drown in me.

~~

Pete Madzelan
Summer Night
I: prisoner
locked within summer inferno
no breeze heart of darkness
kicking off sweaty sheets
wiping lifeless sweat beads
listening to
a freight train
whistling defective tunes
wishing for winter.
Winter!
Refrigerator light dawns
before morning light
snatching relief
popping cold beer
swallowing half
before resting my fat
conversing with my flamed companion
forgetting the freight train
miles down the tracks
in the summer night
with approaching eastern light.

~~

Clinton Inman
The Real Missing Mass
They say that most of you is missing
Perhaps from your most private places
Something more than just an arm or leg
And deeper than your darkest spaces.
Researchers conclude as much as ninety percent
Lost deduced from a long line of X’s and O’s
But it takes no greater science to tell me
Your muted mysteries no one knows.
I too have peered down your opaque passages
Have felt your fractal pulse dimensionless
Have seen your eyes hidden in a veil of stars
And knew that you are quite featureless.
Like staring at the stars you cannot be seen directly.
And all your skies are blue from a distance only.

~~

Lisa Zimmerman
Distracted by Science
I spend too much time in the garden
studying the overflowing compost bin
with its unraveled orange rinds, furry
burned bagels, sour oatmeal, plush gray
mice darting in and out of slimy noodles,
blackened fragments of cabbage, slowly
decomposing wheat bread and I remember
how the discovery of penicillin began
with mold in a Petri dish.
When I finally return to the kitchen
the boiling rice has scorched the pot, proving
a scientific fact about time and water
evaporating first into steam
and then into nothing.

~
Four Line Elegy
All my dogs, all my good horses, wrote the cowboy poet
and I think of those I loved a tender while who’ve gone ahead—
no bridles, no leashes, back gate flung open to their freedom
how I grew distant in their eyes before they closed.

~~

Jerrod Schwarz
Three Haibun, or the Difference in Watches
1. Velcro Strap
Each night, Jackson tears it off – a little sound like crashing, lake froth
– and mars the minutes of his own home. Rinsed dishes fester with the
afternoon grime. A girl, with arms up and out to latch his neck, runs a
futile loop from within her pink sheets to the front door.
Two hands are cut off;
the walls lose their shape and doors
lead into mirrors.
2. Gold Trim
A hundred bleached tiles have licked the lug, bezel, and crown into one
orange wound. Her fingers, too, are burned; the hoary digits of her
huddled faculty. Atop white tablecloths and against his wrists, she
whispers seditions against chemicals and stoops, tarnished means it
was real.
The bathroom is clean,
and her spotless faucets wash
red palms down the drain.
3. Freckles
Delilah counts her parents’ twilight rows and the succession of
shattered china. Street-lamp yellow works all night to uncurl her
lashes, and soon the ripe mold of missing shingles will whoop her
throat raw. Awake, beneath her pink sheets, a girl tries her best to
forget the word ravages.
Bare wrists cannot tell
stories with happy endings;
snow gives way to dirt.

~
Honey Balm
Split lip. A red Moses plague
drips down onto your chin. Two lambs
will be slaughtered three-thousand years apart, you
think and wonder why even ancient slaves had the luxury
of door hinges.

Mud bricks for a whole roost of dead artisans, spoiled
delicacies – the last tenant’s wallpaper peeling down onto
the tile where you trade his palms for his soles.
Blood and honey taste like two ends of an ancient
promise, you think, again. The rivulets
of a darker Nile trickle into your
forced dimples. The last breath
plumes out of a gaudy cradle; a stubborn king’s
memory.

~~
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Guest Editorial
Tom Kelly
Literature is Not Quite Dead
But unless you’re a member of the writing community or the
abnormally pro-active reader who dedicates hours to parsing through
literary magazines, it might as well be. Think about it. How many living
writers of merit garner any serious attention with the public? Sure,
once or twice a year casual readers discover a “new,” living author, then
proceed to ogle at and celebrate said person as if he or she were a
dinosaur thought to be long extinct. A fifth of these people might read
said writer’s Pen/Faulkner or Pulitzer-winning book. A third may
purchase it. Most will share an NPR article recapping the event via
social media and google interesting facts about the writer’s personal life
which they will inevitably divulge to a friend or potential romantic
interest whom they are trying to impress over dive bar conversation:
Can you believe this brand new writer Donna Tartt pledged to a
sorority in college? Disclaimer: Donna Tartt is hardly a blossoming
flower. She has written actively for decades, making her about as new
to the literary world as, say, the band Pearl Jam is to the music scene.
But for some anomalous reason, your not-so anomalous reader thinks
her fresh out of the artful oven.
As both a creative writing MFA poet and a twenty-something

member of the hip community, I can’t help but feel partially
responsible for this warped attitude towards, and treatment of, living
authors accomplished or not. My place in society as a poet and student
finds me actively involved in supporting and endorsing writers who
work tirelessly: crafting new material, soliciting manuscripts, busting
ass to promote published material that will (hopefully) supplement
their income. But my role as, and fulfillment of, the hipster archetype
in an artsy neighborhood regularly places me in grab ass interface
about “literature” where my attempts at steering discourse to more
timely works get steamrolled by either the diehard beatnik craze or
pretentious and asinine Proust fetishizing. Consider this: a youthful
subculture that prides itself on being edgy, progressive, intelligent, and
actively engaged with what’s relevant; yet, to most of them, the literary
world is a dusty, leather-bound brothel where people go to suck dead
white dudes’ dicks. (Well at least it’s ironic and that’s what counts,
right?)
Digressing from the snark and quips, I don’t know how to tell
the hip, casual reader that their off-the-cuff dismissal and
marginalization of living writers is a backward smack on the cheek
without invoking a tone that comes across as something close to
scathing and, to them, pretentious out the wazoo. Most often, I smile
and nod when someone interrupts me to talk about Allen Ginsberg’s
radical poetic innovation—the relevance of “Howl” or “America.” But
by foregoing my license to speak, I am part of the problem. Having
hitched on the beatnik glamour train for several years myself, I have
actively contributed to the greater part of the problem. To large
degrees, I feel guilty and somewhat ashamed. And if you’re getting
flustered while reading this (Wait, is he talking about me?), absolutely,
I’m talking about you. But more importantly, I’m challenging you to
share in the guilt and shame with me.
Believe me, I’ve been there. I understand the trendy, subliterate hipster mating ritual that consists of romanticizing typewriters
and hanging outside of cafes, pretending to read antiquated copies of
books that lean towards the literary--usually authored by people of
some critical acclaim who have been dead for at least twenty years--in
hopes of being noticed. Nostalgia is cute, and it's very sexy right now to
be perceived as a unique, "intellectual" sunflower. Modernist literature
cosplay is boatloads of fun, and deep conversation about the
transcendentalists makes for hella crazy pillow talk. But let’s not shit
ourselves. Romanticizing is bastardizing. This association between the
literary and the days of yore is a foolish and damning abstraction that
seems to take precedent over, and conceal the state of, the literary
world today in popular culture.
It’s an aesthetic reinforced by major publishers and book

sellers who figure correctly that it doesn’t cost nearly as much to
advertise and produce new materials (public domain’s a son of a bitch),
and that casual readers are more likely to hop on a familiar name
anyway. Aint nothing better after a long day than fattening up the ego
with a Great American Burger…er, I mean, novel. But by playing the
antique book snob or the B&N Classics junkie, we are, in effect, feeding
the corporate fat cat and helping to further bury the writing
community. It’s a lamentable state of affairs when a living writer’s
biggest competition is F Scott Fitzgerald or Jane Austen, rather than
his or her peers.
We could blame a cornucopia of circumstances for this
predicament including but not limited to: cynicism and weariness
toward conventional narrative structure, apprehension to what’s
unfamiliar, and (my personal favorite) an apparent lack of quality
literature at present. But as is the case with all art forms, finding,
appreciating, and forming opinions on the good stuff takes time and
research. If by now you’ve come to terms with the fact that I’m
probably talking about you, I beg: the next time you’re out book
shopping, rather than opting for the easy route of picking up the
familiar The Sun Also Rises and allowing yourself to be spoon fed
opinions about the book’s quality by peers, why not put forth the effort
to discover a poet or fiction writer unknown to you and your friends?
Why not act like the edgy, literate person I know you aspire to be and
try something new?
If you want to dismiss my take on the attitude towards the
literary world, that’s fine. But before doing so, please entertain these
questions for just a minute: Why the Luddite attitude towards ereaders, but not mp3s? How come modern music has a clearly defined
place in culture that's separate from "the classics," but the literary
world is viewed by so many as a timeless vector in which we can talk
about Jack Kerouac and Jennifer Egan like they're next door
neighbors? Look, baby, there's not much denying that we can learn a
lot from those who are long dead. But clinging to the past without
properly acknowledging the present as an equally valuable, powerful
animal is the fruit of ignorance that's deadly to all art forms.
Tom is a 2nd year MFA candidate in Poetry at Old Dominion
University where he works extensively with the Writer’s in Community
outreach program teaching children that reading and writing can be
relevant and exciting. When he isn’t crafting 8-bit sestinas and pro
wrestler persona poems, he enjoys making pictures of himself into Hey
Girl memes and nights on the town indulging in the local fare. He is a
Libra, INFP, and counter-phobic loyalist, respectively.

In Memoriam

Maya Angelou
by Matt Larrimore
4Ties Lit is a group effort. Our zine couldn't succeed without the
contributions of our editors and of course our contributors. For that
reason and a few others, I have purposefully avoided using “I” and a
personal point of view when posting to our magazine. The “royal we”
reigns here. But special people and circumstances deserve allowances.
Maya Angelou passed away on May 27th. She was an inspirational figure
for many, including myself.
I believe Literature and especially Poetry, to be my vocation. I've
wandered away from that vocation more then once only to have its voice
call me back again. January 20th1993 was one of those times.
I was working in Special Education and like many educators, I
was excited about the possibilities the newly elected President Clinton
might mean for the institutions I worked at and my career. No matter the
party, the election of every new president brings a feeling of hope to me,
like a breeze on a warm spring morning. So watching the inauguration
was a given. This was the first time in sixteen years the Democrats had
won the highest office. All the pomp and circumstance was on display;
bands, banners and the crowd. First the Vice-President was sworn in and
then William Jefferson Clinton took the oath of office to become the 42nd
President of the United States of America. Afterward, the newly-minted
president addressed the nation and gave us a dose of his brand of public
persona, soaked in history, faith, patriotism, and liberal idealism. But
what happened afterward turned out to be the highlight of the day for
me.
Maya Angelou stepped to the microphone and recited “On the
Pulse of Morning.” Critics say the poem soars and reaches high and
captures some, but not quite all, of the grandeur it promises. Occasional
poetry is notoriously difficult to write; however, a poem that good could
be the highlight of many poets careers. But what was more important
than the poem was that Maya Angelou was the first poet to recite at an
inauguration since Robert Frost and the first minority poet (of any kind)
to recite on that occasion, ever.

“On the Pulse of the Morning” is a good poem but not Dr
Angelou's best. I discovered what I think of as her best poem a few days
later. “And Still I Rise” was published in 1978 in the book of the same
name. Despite it being about the experience of being proud black

woman, an experience that couldn't be further from my own, the poem
speaks to me. It is incredibly well-crafted using imagery, sound, pattern,
humor and more. But its message is all-important. It is inspirational and
encourages one to overcome one's circumstances. It was a message I
somehow needed to hear in January 1993. The idea that someone from
such a dissimilar background writing about such a dissimilar experience
could reach out and encourage me seemed amazing. It confirmed to me
the power of poetry at a time when I had temporarily forgotten it. It
made (and still makes) me want to be able to write like that too.
Maya Angelou's life and writing continues to be inspirational for
me. I've of course read and even prepared to teach, “I Know Why the
Caged Bird Sings.” If you haven't read it, you should. I've used even used
her biography as a teaching tool for composition classes. I also, had the
great fortune to hear Dr Angelou speak in person at Arizona State
University in 2011. It was an amazing experience. Simply put, her life and
career are awe-inspiring. Ours is a better world for her having passed
this way.
Thank you Maya.
http://poetry.eserver.org/angelou.html
http://www.poets.org/poetsorg/poem/still-i-rise

~~

Vertical Colors by Pat St Pierre

About the Authors Artists and Poets
The Artists
Marissa Rheem was born and raised in the Washington DC
Maryland Metropolitan Area, where an individual’s worth is often
defined by their success, wealth, and hierarchical stature. Linda Hogan
shares in her book,"The Stories We Hold Secret: Tales of Women’s
Spiritual Development," how Western society impacts the mind by
stating, “It has been a selling out of intuition, instinct, and life energy, a
sacrifice of our gifts to those who judged them inferior. Now there is
something lacking which many are seeking to reclaim.” “For years I
have been in the process of reclaiming my life force energy from those
who deemed my magic inferior through painting."
Clinton Inman was born in Walton-on-Thames, England, graduated
from San Diego State University, and has been an educator most of his
life as. He currently teaches high school (planning to retire at the end
of the year) in Tampa Bay where I live with my wife, Elba.
Laura Hughes enjoys writing and photography. She lives in the
beautiful Tucson desert, where she was born and raised and still
resides.
Louis Staeble lives in Bowling Green, Ohio. His photographs have
appeared in "dislocate magazine," "Driftwood," "Iron Gall," "Paper

Tape Magazine," "Petrichor," and "Tupelo Quarterly." His web page
can be viewed at http//:staeblestudioa.weebly.com.
Alex Nodopaka was conceived in Ukraine. He exhibited his finger
paintings in Russia in 1940 & has doodled since. Studied tongue-incheek at the Ecole des Beaux Arts, Casablanca, Morocco. Lives now in
the USA where he self-appointed as an art pundit. His interest in
literature and the visual arts is exhaustively multi-cultural.
Susana H. Case is a Professor and Program Coordinator at the New
York Institute of Technology. Her photos have appeared in Blue Hour
Magazine, pacificREVIEW, and San Pedro River Review, among
others. Author of several chapbooks, her Slapering Hol Press
chapbook, "The Scottish Café," was published in a dual-language
version, Kawiarnia Szkocka, by Poland’s Opole University Press. She is
the author of four full-length collections, including "Elvis Presley’s
Hips & Mick Jagger’s Lips" (Anaphora Literary Press), and, most
recently, "4 Rms w Vu" (Mayapple Press). Please visit her online
at:http://iris.nyit.edu/~shcase/
Pat St. Pierre is an amateur photographer whose photos have been
widely published on covers and included within many ezines and print
publications. You may find her photos on Mountain Tales Press,
Ramshackle Review, Wee Ones, Decades Review, Southern Women’s
Review, The Camel Saloon, Ken*Again, The Front Porch, Our Day’s
Encounter, The Shine Journal etc. She is also a freelance writer of
poetry, fiction, and nonfiction. She has had two poetry chapbook
published and her writing can be viewed at: Fiction 365, A Long Story
Short, Writer’s Haven (Verse Land), Silver Boomer Books, Stories that
Lift, Three Line Poetry, Dew on the Kudzu, The Feathered Flounder,
etc. Her third poetry chapbook is pending publication. Her blog
iswww.pstpierre.wordpress.com
Vita Duva is a freelance writer and photographer. When Vita is not
busy writing or shooting, she can be found horseback riding, gardening
or traveling. Her work has been published in Literary Juice, The Fine
Line, BrickRhetoric and many others. She currently resides in Brooklyn
with her dog, Bocci.

Wisdom by Louis Staeble

The Poets
Amanda Buck has a BA in creative writing from the University of
South Florida with a minor in Theater Arts. She is currently a second
year MFA student at Rutgers Camden where she is Co-head of the
Student Reading Series and a reader for Cooper Street Journal.

Domenic Scopa is a student at Suffolk University and will be
graduating in April. He was recently accepted into low residency MFA
program at Vermont College of Fine Arts, and will attend there in June
to attain an MFA in Poetry and Translation. He has worked closely with
a number of accomplished poets including National Book Award
Winner David Ferry and Washington Book Prize recipient Fred
Marchant. He is currently the assistant poetry editor of Venture
Literary Magazine and has been published in literary journals
numerous times.
Rodney Nelson's work began appearing in mainstream journals long
ago; but he turned to fiction and did not write a poem for twenty-two
years, restarting in the 2000s. So he is both older and "new." See his
page in the Poets & Writers directory
http://www.pw.org/content/rodney_nelson He has worked as a copy
editor in the Southwest and now lives in the northern Great Plains.
Recently, his poem One Winter won a Poetry Kit Award for 2011
(U.K.). His “Upstream in Idaho” received a Best of Issue Award at the
late "Neon Beam" (also England). His chapbook "Fargo in Winter" took
second place in the 2013 Cathlamet Prize competition at Ravenna
Press, Spokane. Directions From Enloe has won third in the Turtle
Island Quarterly contest and has been accepted at Popcorn Press. .
Nelson's chapbook of prose narratives,Hill of Better Sleep, is out from
Red Bird Chapbooks. "Mogollon Picnic," poems (Red Dashboard), is
already in print; and the poetry ebook "Nodding in Time" (Kind of a
Hurricane Press) is "up."
Jose Fonseca lives in Las Cruces New Mexico. He's a veteran of the
armed services and is currently enrolled at NMSU.
Simon Perchik is an attorney whose poems have appeared in
Partisan Review, The Nation, Poetry, The New Yorker, and elsewhere.
His most recent collection is Almost Rain, published by River Otter
Press (2013). For more information, free e-books and his essay titled
“Magic, Illusion and Other Realities” please visit his website at
www.simonperchik.com.
Changming Yuan, 8-time Pushcart nominee and author of
"Chansons of a Chinaman" (2009) and "Landscaping" (2013). He grew
up in a remote village, began to learn English at 19, and published
several monographs before leaving China. With a PhD in English, Yuan
currently tutors and co-edits Poetry Pacific with Allen Qing Yuan in
Vancouver http://poetrypacific.blogspot.ca/ Since mid-2005, Yuan’s
poetry has appeared in 879 literary publications across 30 countries,
which include Asia Literary Review, Barrow Street, Best Canadian
Poetry (2009;12;14), BestNewPoemsOnline and Threepenny Review.

Christine Davis is currently an MFA student at Northern Arizona
University where she teaches English 105 and 205, and edits for Thin
Air Magazine. She holds a B.A. in English Literature, a B.F.A. in
creative writing, a minor in sociology, and a certificate in publishing
from the University of North Carolina Wilmington. Her work has
appeared in publications such as Crack the Spine, Atlantis Magazine,
Swansea Life Magazine, and Sanctuary Literary Journal. In her spare
time she roams the mountains of Flagstaff, Arizona with her husband,
Justin, and Molly the Adventure Dog. She can be reached at
cms672@nau.edu.
Ty Cronkhite earned his MFA degree from The Jack Kerouac School
of Disembodied Poetics in Boulder, Colorado in 1999 but lost it soon
afterward in a weird fishing accident. He has penned short stories and
poems that have appeared or are about to appear in Doe-se-Doe,
Xavier Review,Miller's Pond, and The Stray Branch.
Robert Okaji lives in Texas. His work has appeared in Boston
Review, Clade Song, Prime Number Magazine, Middle Grey, Otoliths,
Lightning'd Press and Extract(s), among others.
Chloe Hanson is pursuing a Masters in Literature and Writing at
Utah State, where she also teaches beginning composition. She lives in
Logan, Utah.
Pete Madzelan resides in New Mexico with his wife and cat, Manny.
He has had fiction and poetry published in literary journals, including
The Dying Goose, Poydras Review, Cigale Literary, Bellowing Ark,
Wind, Vine Leaves Literary Journal, and Scapegoat Review.
Photography in New Mexico Magazine, Agave Magazine, The
Meadowland Review, Epiphany-epiphmag.com, Bellingham Review,
Apeiron Review, Petrichor Review, Photography Center of Cape Cod,
San Pedro River Review, Red Ochre Lit, Switchback, Off the Coast,
Foliate Oak, convergence: journal of poetry and art, Four Ties Lit
Review, and others.
Lisa Zimmerman’s poetry and short stories have appeared or are
forthcoming in Natural Bridge, Tar River Poetry, Colorado Review,
Poet Lore, Cave Wall, Redbook and other journals. Her most recent
poetry collections are "The Light at the Edge of Everything" (Anhinga
Press, 2008) and "Snack Size: Poems" Mello Press, 2012). Her poems
have been nominated three times for the Pushcart Prize. Lisa is an
associate professor at the University of Northern Colorado and lives
with her family in Fort Collins.
Jerrod Schwarz is a poet from Tampa, Florida. Despite the
unimaginable heat, he finds the energy and hydration to write
constantly. He is the Managing Poetry Editor for Driftwood Press and

has work forthcoming in Squalorly and Jersey Devil Press.
~

Five Thorned Fruit by Laura Hughes

The Authors (Fiction)
Kristina Beard currently lives in England with her selectively sweet
dog and aging grey tomcat who is slowly going silver. "Timo and the
Sabotage of the Sewer System," is her second published short story.
Sharon R. Wolfe--mother, author, musician, and unrepentant oldschool tap-dancer--is a senior at California State University, East Bay,
majoring in both English and Music. An Oakland resident since 1992,
she shares a loft on the West Side with Lino, her son, and LucyFur the
EvilAngel, Felis catus. Recent samples of her work can be found in the
C.S.U.E.B. literary journal, Occam's Razor, Issues 27 through 31.
Jesse Leroy Mardia earned his bachelor’s degree in English at
California State University Long Beach. He now resides in San Jose
where he is enrolled in the MFA program for fiction at San Jose State
University. His work has been featured in Diverse Voices Quarterly,
Oklahoma Review, Fiction Southwest, and CSULB's Riprap among
others.
Brittany Kerfoot is currently an MFA candidate in fiction at George

Mason University, where she teaches English Composition and
Literature, and acts as coordinator for the graduate student reading
series. "The Doll House," was the catalyst for her thesis focus. She is
now working on a short story collection relating to the theme of
"outsiders," or more specially, those whose strange obsessions and
fetishes isolate them from the rest of society.
Jonathan Covert is a short fiction writer, essayist, and visual artist
working exclusively in mechanical pencil and 8.5 X 11 Bright-White
multipurpose printer paper. He studied writing, literature and
publishing at Emerson College in Boston, Massachusetts. He now lives
and works in Chicago, Illinois.
~

Crowded Market 2 by Susana Case

The Authors (Non-Fiction)
Terry Barr's essays have appeared in such journals as Sport Literate,
Red Fez, Compose, Blue Lyra Review, Turk's Head Review, and Under
the Sun. He is a regular music contributor to culturemass.com, and
teaches courses in Creative Nonfiction, Southern Film, and Modern
Novel at Presbyterian College. He lives in Greenville, SC, with his wife
and daughters, and is currently obsessed with the latest records by The
Black Keys and Phantogram.

Jim Krosschell divides his life into three parts: growing up for 29
years, working in science publishing for 29 years, and now writing in
Massachusetts and Maine. His essays are widely published (see his
website).

Where does the Road Go by Jonathan Grant

About the Editors
Lucian Mattison’s poems can be found and are forthcoming in
Bodega, Boiler Journal, Everyday Genius, Hobart, and other journals.
In 2014, he won the Elizabeth R. Curry Poetry Contest and the
Bermuda Triangle Prize. He edits poetry for Green Briar Review and
Barely South Review. He is currently in the second year of his MFA at

Old Dominion University. Email him
atLucian.c.mattison@gmail.com.
Ben McClendon is a PhD student at the University of Tennessee and
a graduate of the creative writing program at Northern Arizona
University. His work has appeared in Indiana Review, Chautauqua
Literary Journal, Yemassee, Toad Suck Review, Cæsura, The
Chariton Review, Redivider, and Rattle. Once, while walking near the
forest, he saw a dog.
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